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Abstract 

Cloud computing is an Internet based computing environment in which cloud users access 

various computing resources in the form of services. Cloud service providers maintain 

large pools of physical computing resources in the form of the data centre. Virtualization 

technology facilitates creation of virtual resources from the physical resources. 

Virtualization technology provides a way to share pooled resources among different users. 

Proper management of cloud computing resources is beneficial to both: Cloud User and 

CSP (Cloud Service Provider).  

Efficient utilization of resources helps CSP to reduce operational cost of physical 

infrastructure. It also helps CSP to serve more number of user requests with the same 

amount of physical resources. Cloud service users are billed on the basis of the amount of 

resources they use and the duration for which they use the resources. If customers can 

manage their resource usage properly, they can reduce their service charges.  

Workload of applications hosted by customers in cloud infrastructure is very dynamic. The 

static allocation of resources may cause resource over-provisioning (more resource 

allocation than required) or under-provisioning (less resource allocation than required). 

Resource over-provisioning causes wastage of resources, whereas, resource under-

provisioning affects the performance of applications running in cloud infrastructure. In a 

real time environment, manual or static scaling is very difficult because of the rapid and 

frequent changes in workloads. Dynamic and automatic provisioning of resources, 

according to the changes in application workload is desired. Auto scaling is the mechanism 

to make automatic scaling operations.  

We have proposed two reactive auto scaling policies for multi-tier web applications: 

Session Completion Rate (SCR) based and Session Average Delay (ASD) based. Our 

policies take scaling decisions on the basis of the resource utilization as well as 

application’s session related parameters. The SCR based scaling policy calculates the 

session completion rate by considering the number of sessions created and completed in a 

specific time interval. The desired session completion rate can be specified in form of 
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SLA. If the completion rate is less than the specified in the SLA and resource utilization of 

VMs (Virtual Machine) is higher than the threshold, scaling operations are performed. 

Similarly, ASD based policy calculates the average session delay of completed sessions 

within a specific time interval. This policy performs scaling when values of average delay 

and resource utilization are higher than the threshold. 

We have suggested one proactive auto scaling policy which uses the concept of time series 

analysis and prediction. In this, ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) 

model is used for the prediction of future workload. Our policy performs scaling operation, 

if the predicted future workload is higher than current workload and delay is more than a 

threshold. We have integrated VM consolidation approach in our proactive scaling policy.  

Resource utilization of the data centre can be optimized by the periodic server 

consolidation process. Consolidation is a process by which current workload of the data 

centre is redistributed among available physical resources to minimize the number of used 

physical resources. The VM consolidation process may initiate several VM migration 

operations. The migration of a VM from one physical machine to another machine affects 

the performance of applications running on it. We have proposed a VM consolidation 

approach, which considers VM migration count threshold. Our approach causes the 

migration of selected VMs only if their migration count is less than the fixed threshold. 

This kind of threshold based check helps to reduce frequent migration of same VM. We 

have designed a VM migration threshold based VM consolidation algorithm. Experimental 

results of proposed approach and default approach show that the performance of the 

proposed consolidation approach is better than default consolidation. 

We have used the Cloudsim simulator to perform auto scaling policy experiments. 

Comparison of the results of our scaling policies and default scaling policy shows that, our 

scaling policies perform better than default scaling policy. We have also developed a 

prototype model, to check the effects of scaling in real environment. A system prototype is 

created using Open Nebula based private cloud framework. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction to Cloud Computing 

This chapter gives an introduction to the basic concepts of Cloud Computing. In the 

beginning of the chapter, the basic definition, features and historical steps towards cloud 

computing are discussed (section 1.1). Later, we have discussed about various cloud 

deployment and service models. On the basis of deployment of infrastructure, cloud can be 

termed as private, public or hybrid (section 1.2). Basic services provided by cloud are 

Infrastructure, Platform and Software. These services are discussed in section 1.3. The 

section 1.4 gives details about overall outline of thesis. The last section summarizes the 

chapter. 

1.1 Introduction 

A Cloud computing is highly scalable and Internet based computing environment in which, 

the computing resources are provided in the form of services. The Customers have to pay 

according to the service usage. We can make broad classification of cloud on the basis of 

deployment models and services offered by it. Various deployment and service models are 

described in section 1.2 and 1.3.  

The NIST’s definition [31] of cloud computing states that, “Cloud computing is a model 

for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and 

services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or 

service provider interaction” [31]. As per the deployment model, a cloud can be termed as 

Private Cloud, Public Cloud or Hybrid Cloud. On the basis of services, cloud can be 

classified as IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and SaaS 

(Software as a Service). Another interesting definition of cloud computing is, “Cloud 

computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the Internet, and the 

hardware and system software in the data centres that provide those services. [57]” 
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1.1.1 Brief History of Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing is a kind of large distributed computing system in which, services are 

offered to users according to their demand [57]. A distributed system is a collection of 

independent computers that appears to its users as a single coherent system [58]. Three 

major milestones have led to the Cloud Computing paradigm: Mainframe systems based 

computing, Cluster computing, and Grid computing. 

Mainframe systems 

The Mainframe systems are the examples of large computational systems having multiple 

processing units [57]. Mainframes are very powerful computers. They have large 

processing and I/O (input-output) capabilities. Mainframe based computing is an example 

of centralized computing. These kinds of systems were mostly used for batch processing. 

Higher reliability, fault tolerance and transparency are some of the important features of 

mainframe systems. If any component of mainframe system fails, no system shutdown is 

required. The failed component can be replaced without interruption [57]. 

Cluster Computing 

The cluster computing was evolved as a low cost alternative to the mainframe based 

systems or super computers [59] [60]. The advancements in technology offered us cheap 

and powerful commodity machines. These machines could be connected by high speed 

networks. These machines can be controlled and managed by some standard tools as a 

single system. During 1980s, cluster technology became the standard technology for 

parallel and high performance computing. The cluster based technology was cheaper 

compared to mainframe systems. The cluster computing model made it possible to do high 

performance computing. The Condor [61], Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [62] and 

Message Passing Interface (MPI) [63] are some of the well known software tools for 

cluster computing. The main benefit of the cluster computing is that high performance 

computing can be done via commodity hardware. Another major benefit is that hardware 

resources can be added to get more computing power.  

Grid Computing 

The concept of Grid Computing was introduced during 90s as an evolution of cluster 

computing [64]. The concept of computational grid is analogous to the power distribution 
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grid. Users of grid can access computational resources as utility. Grid based computing 

was initially developed to aggregate the geographically dispersed clusters by means of 

Internet.  These clusters belonged to different organizations and arrangements were made 

among them to share the computational power. The various reasons behind development of 

Grid based computing were,  

- Clusters were often under-utilized 

- Requirement of  computational power above the capacity of single cluster 

- The long distance and high bandwidth connectivity is possible, due to the 

improvements in networking and the availability of the Internet.  

However, one of the major issues in the grid is, guarantee of QOS (Quality of Service) 

[72]. In Grid based computing, there is a lack of performance isolation among the users. It 

is difficult to execute time-critical applications in the grid. In the grid based environment, 

compute resources have diverse configurations, runtime environments and operating 

systems. Due to this, grid computing has less portability. 

The Cloud computing is considered as the successor of Grid computing [57]. Cloud 

combines features of all of above mentioned technologies. Computing Clouds are deployed 

on large datacentres hosted by a single organization. Clouds are characterized by the fact 

of having virtually infinite capacity and being tolerant to failures [57]. In many cases, the 

computing nodes that form the infrastructure of computing Clouds are commodity 

machines as in the case of clusters. The services made available by a Cloud vendor are 

consumed on a pay-per-use basis. 

1.1.2 Advantages and Desired Features of Cloud computing 

Some of the important characteristics and features of the cloud computing model are: 

Self Provisioning 

The Cloud Service Providers (CSP) offer off-the-shelf kind of cloud services to customers. 

Cloud users have options to choose their required services form list of offered services. 

Customers are charged only for the services they use and the amount of time for which 

they use the service. Clients require an Internet connectivity to access any cloud service. A 

graphical dashboard mechanism is provided by the CSPs for easy management of services, 

e.g. Amazon AWS portal, Microsoft Azure portal, etc. 
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Elasticity and Scalability 

The workload in cloud environment is highly dynamic. As per the definition of cloud, 

scalability is an important and desired feature. Cloud users feel that infinite amount of 

resources are available. Cloud service users can rapidly add or remove resources as per 

their requirements. Applications hosted under cloud environment can easily meet resource 

requirements according to the changes in the workload.   

Higher Availability via Network Access 

Availability indicates the amount of time, a particular service or resource is available for 

use. Cloud computing resources are offered in the form of services over the Internet. Due 

to this, users can access services from anywhere and at any time. Service providers take 

care about failure and recovery to achieve higher availability. 

Application Programming Interface 

CSP allows users to make modifications to services as per their requirements [32]. This 

can be done by API provided by service providers. Using this kind of interface, users can 

customize policies as per their requirements. 

Pay per Use Model 

Another important feature of cloud computing is a pay per use model, i.e. Users have to 

pay only for the services they use and only for the amount of time they use those services. 

All CSPs provide their billing related information. Public CSP gives several choices 

regarding their service offerings. Amazon provides EC2 services with different options like 

on demand, reservation based or spot plan based [32].  

Performance Monitoring and Measuring 

CSPs provide an interface by which users can view or monitor the performance of their 

resources or services. Monitoring will help cloud service users to optimize the resource 

usage. This also helps service users to take some scaling related decisions. 
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1.1.3 Challenges of Cloud Computing Paradigm 

Some of the primary challenges of cloud computing are: 

Network Latency 

We know that cloud computing offers all services and resources in the form of services 

over the Internet. This increases availability, but the problem of network latency may 

occur. If the Internet speed of cloud user is slow, he or she may notice delays while 

accessing the service. 

Privacy and Security 

In a cloud environment, user data travels over a network and is stored in a system on which 

user has no direct access or control. Protection of information in terms of privacy, 

confidentiality and loss of data must be handled properly by complying with the various 

security criteria and protocols. Many researchers are working in this area. 

Legal (regulatory) Issues  

Cloud services are provided over the Internet. Users of cloud services may be from any 

part of the world. In this scenario, if you stage your cloud computing deployment across 

states and countries, one may end up having to comply with multiple jurisdictions. The 

laws of most regulatory agencies place the entire burden on the client. Thus, the 

compliance to local regulations must be handled by cloud users [72].  

Lack of Flexibility and Standardization 

Sometimes, the services offered by CSP do not provide an option for customization which 

reduces flexibility. There are several standards defined regarding cloud services [72]. 

However, in some areas standardization is still ongoing.  

Dynamic Provisioning of Services and Resources 

As per the cloud characteristics, services and resources provided by cloud are highly 

scalable and elastic. But the main issue is dynamic provisioning of cloud resources on the 

basis of requirements. The main questions to be answered are: how many resources should 

be provisioned and for how much time? Improper provisioning may cause wastage of 

resources which incurs more bills to customer and poor resource utilization. 

1.2 Cloud Deployment Models 

On the basis of location, distribution and ownership of the physical resources, a cloud can 

be classified into three main categories: private, public, and hybrid cloud [57].  
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Figure 1.1 Cloud Deployment Models [57] 

 

1.2.1 Private Cloud 

In this kind of deployment, the cloud infrastructure is made available for the single 

organization. The physical infrastructure may be owned and managed by the same 

organization. The location of physical resources can be either on-premise or off-premise. 

Private cloud allows access to only authorized users. This model is suitable for 

organizations whose resource requirements are dynamic, critical, secured and customized. 

The private cloud model helps organization to better utilize their hardware resources [57]. 

The main disadvantages of this model are poor scalability and higher initial cost. There are 

several software frameworks available by which private cloud can be created like, Open 

Nebula, Open Stack, Azure, Eucalyptus, etc.  

1.2.2 Public Cloud 

In the public deployment model, cloud resources are made available to the general public. 

CSPs (Cloud Service Providers) manage and own large amounts of physical infrastructure 

in the data centre. These resources are publically shared among users across the world as 

per their demand. Users can access these resources, in the form of services (section 1.3). 

Public clouds can be composed of geographically distributed data centres. Some 

fundamental requirements in public cloud are: proper isolation among users, guarantee the 

quality of service and provide management/monitoring mechanisms. A public CSP can 

offer any kind of service: infrastructure, platform or software. Examples of pubic CSPs are 

Amazon, Microsoft, Google, HP, etc. The public cloud model has advantages like, low 
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capital cost, flexibility, higher scalability, location independence etc. The possible 

disadvantages of this model are, low security and less customization.  

1.2.3 Hybrid Cloud 

In the hybrid deployment model, cloud infrastructure is composed of different types of 

resources (private and public). The private cloud is created using resources owned by 

organizations. However, in some situations, these resources may not be enough for 

handling the workload. In this case, private resources are combined along with resources 

provided by public CSPs. Cloud formed by the combination of private and public 

infrastructure is called the hybrid cloud. The hybrid cloud provides scalability with the use 

of services provided by public cloud. This model has benefits like more flexibility and 

scalability compared to the private cloud. However, this model requires more complex 

network configurations compared to the private cloud. 

1.3 Cloud Service Models 

As per the definition discussed earlier in the previous section, we can say that cloud 

computing offers everything in the form of services to its users. Users can select required 

services and have to pay only for selected services and for the amount of time they have 

used those services. On the basis of services, we can classify cloud into three service 

models: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a 

Service (SaaS). 

 

Figure 1.2 Cloud Service Models 
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1.3.1 IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) 

The IaaS is a kind of service which is at the lower most layers in the cloud stack. The role 

of IaaS provider is to own and manage all IT infrastructures. IaaS Service providers 

maintain a large pool of hardware resources in the form of server machines, storage 

devices, networking elements etc. in the data centre. The IaaS internally uses the 

virtualization concept [57]. In cloud environment, a software tool/framework is used to 

manage large amount of physical and virtual resources. This tool is called Virtual 

Infrastructure Manager (VIM). The basic description and features of VIM are described in 

the section 2.2.  

Generally, IaaS provides services in the form of virtual machines, virtual storage and other 

virtual resources. The IaaS service providers give direct accesses of physical infrastructure 

(via hypervisor) to users in the form of Virtual Machines (VM). The offered VMs may 

have own operating system or the users can install the operating system of his/her own 

requirement [57]. Later, various runtime environments and applications are installed on 

VMs. Sometimes, pre-configured and ready to use appliances are also offered by service 

providers in form of VM images. Major IaaS service providers are Amazon EC2, Google 

Compute cloud, HP, etc. Some of the benefits of IaaS are, 

a. Reduction in initial expenditure on purchase of IT infrastructure. 

b. Total cost of ownership of IT infrastructure related resources is reduced. 

c. Maintenance of hardware resources is done by a service provider. 

d. Application scaling is faster due to the auto scaling mechanisms. 

1.3.2 PaaS (Platform as a Service) 

The PaaS model provides software environments using which a developer can create 

customized solutions/applications. Various platforms can be defined on the basis of 

development language, application frameworks, etc. PaaS also gives access to the 

integrated development environment (IDE) in which applications can be created, built and 

tested [57]. In some cases, IDEs are provided within the Internet browser. PaaS also 

provides the facility to automatically deploy applications in cloud infrastructure [57].   

 

The users of PaaS (developers) design their systems in terms of applications. They are not 

concerned with the hardware (physical or virtual), operating systems, and other low-level 

services. PaaS solutions offer either the middleware for application development along 
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with the infrastructure or simply the software which is installed on the user’s premise. In 

the first case, the PaaS provider owns large datacentres where applications are deployed 

and executed. In the second case, the only the middleware is provided. This middleware 

can be installed in private cloud environment. One of the most widely used PaaS offering 

is Google App Engine (GAE) [57]. Developers can access the PaaS service of GAE by 

installing API in their IDE. Another well known example of PaaS is Force.com. 

Sometimes, an application may use specific facilities provided by the PaaS provider which 

may result in vendor locking. PaaS solutions help us reduce costs involved in development, 

deployment and management of applications [57]. 

1.3.3 SaaS (Software as a Service) 

SaaS based software is developed using cloud services like infrastructure and platform. 

Once a SaaS application is developed, it is given to end user for access in the form of 

services. SaaS offers the complete infrastructure, software and solution as a service [57]. 

Generally, the SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) based approach is used in the 

development of SaaS based applications. SaaS may be seen as software that is deployed in 

the cloud and it can be accessed anywhere over the Internet mainly through the browser. 

Sometimes, SaaS based solution can become replacement of local software, e.g. Google 

Docs, Calendar, Zoho Office Suite etc. Some SaaS based solutions like Salesforce.com 

also provide an API for developers by which some customization in the software can be 

done. Main features of the SaaS applications are, 

  a. The software is available on demand and over the Internet through a browser 

b. Reduction in software distribution and maintenance cost 

c. Provide features like automated upgrade, update and patch management 

d. Software licensing is subscription based or usage based. 

e. SaaS supports multiple users and provides a shared data model 

1.4 Thesis Organization 

Chapter 2 

In this chapter, we have discussed basic concepts of resource management in cloud 

computing environment. We have discussed about the fundamental concept of 

virtualization along with its advantages and issues. Different types of virtualization 

approaches are also discussed. The Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM) is explained 

along with the necessary features. A case study of Open Nebula based VIM is discussed. 
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At last, we have given brief details about QOS (Quality of Service) and role of SLA 

(Service Level Agreement) in resource management. 

Chapter 3 

In this chapter, we have presented the state of the art of the work in the areas of auto 

scaling and VM consolidation. We have explained the basic need of scaling and auto 

scaling in a cloud based environment. We have proposed a proactive auto scaling policy 

using the concept of time series analysis. The fundamentals of time series analysis are 

covered in this chapter. We have also given the broad classification of various auto scaling 

techniques. Similarly, various VMC techniques are categorized based on various 

parameters.  

Chapter 4 

In this chapter, we have described the system model of reactive auto scaling policies. We 

have suggested two reactive auto scaling policies based on SCR (Session Completion Rate) 

and Session Average Delay (ASD). We have suggested one hybrid load balancing 

algorithm. A proactive auto scaling approach based on ARIMA time series model is also 

included in this chapter.  The algorithmic steps and flowcharts of all our policies are 

included in this chapter. 

Chapter 5 

In this chapter, we have included implementation methodology of our policies in a 

simulation environment. Once all policies were integrated in the simulator, we have 

executed several experiments. The experiment scenarios using our policies and their results 

are included in this chapter. We have created a small prototype model in a private cloud. 

The details about the effects of scaling on application performance using prototype model 

are included in this chapter. 

Chapter 6 

In this chapter, we have discussed about the basic concepts of VMC (Virtual machine 

Consolidation) and VM migration. The advantages and types of VM migration along with 

internal steps involved in VM migration are also highlighted. We have performed an 

experiment in real environment to evaluate the effect of VM migration on the application 

running on it. A migration threshold based VMC approach is described. Our suggested 

VMC approach avoids the frequent selection of same VM for migration.  
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Chapter 7 

This chapter contains the conclusion about our work. In this chapter, future enhancements 

are also described. 

1.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we have understood the basic concepts, features, advantages and challenges   

of cloud computing. We have also learned about the classification of clouds on the basis of 

deployment models. In cloud computing, resources are provided in the form of services. 

Cloud users are charged according to their service usage. If cloud resources are 

provisioned dynamically, user applications will be able to cope up with fluctuating 

workloads. Along with that, users will be able to reduce their service charges. Similarly, if 

cloud resources are managed properly, CSP can serve more number of users with the same 

amount of resources.  

The efficient management of resources is advantageous to both: cloud users and CSPs. Our 

work contributes in the area of SLA (Service Level Agreement) aware resource 

management in a cloud computing environment. In the next chapter, we will discuss about 

main building blocks of cloud computing environment. Basic concepts of virtualization, 

virtual machine manager (Hypervisor) and the virtual infrastructure manager are discussed 

in section 2.1 and 2.2. The concept and importance of SLA are discussed in the last 

section. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Resource Management in Cloud Computing 

This chapter contains the discussion about basic building blocks of cloud computing 

environment. In the beginning of this chapter (section 2.1), the concept of virtualization 

and its role in cloud computing is discussed. Various hypervisors and their features are 

briefly explained. Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM) is a tool or framework for the 

management of physical and virtualized resources of the data centre. The section 2.2 

discusses about various VIM frameworks.  As per the discussion in section 1.1.1, cloud 

computing offers all resources in the form of services and users are charged as per the 

usage of services. A Service Level Agreement (SLA) represents the contract between 

Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and cloud users. The SLA plays major role in Quality of 

Service (QOS) management in the cloud. Basics of SLA are discussed in section 2.3.  

2.1     Virtualization Technology and Hypervisor  

Usually, we use a computer system in which operating system is installed directly on the 

available physical hardware (Figure 2.1). In this scenario, the operating system has direct 

access of physical resources. User applications run on the operating system. In the case of 

Cloud Computing environment, users do not have direct access of physical hardware 

resources. These physical hardware resources are managed by CSPs in data centre which 

are accessible remotely. CSP maintains the large pool of hardware resources in the form of 

server machines and other computing devices. These pooled physical computing resources 

are shared among cloud users [34].  

The virtualization concept plays a vital role in the sharing of physical resources. It provides 

a software environment by which, multiple operating systems can run simultaneously on 

the same physical hardware in the form of Virtual Machines (VM) [33]. Such a software 

environment is called a Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) or Hypervisor. In other words, 

we can say that VMM makes slices of physical hardware to create virtual resources. These 

virtual resources are shared among VMs. In a virtualized environment, the operating 

system of each VM runs on virtual resources (Figure 2.2). Each VM hosts its own user
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application. The VMM provides proper isolation between VMs running on the same 

physical hardware. There are many hypervisors are available in the market like XEN, 

KVM, VM Ware etc. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Normal Scenario (without virtualization) [33] 

      

 

Figure 2.2 Virtualized Environments [33] 

2.1.1 Benefits of Virtualization Technology 

Virtualization is the core technology behind the functionality of cloud computing. Some of 

the significant benefits of virtualization technology are [33]: 

Efficient Usage of Physical Computing Resources 

Normally, if we observe the resource utilization of our computer system or server system, 

we find that many times the resources are underutilized. The use of virtualization concept 
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allows us to run multiple VMs on the same hardware (Figure 2.2). If we run multiple VMs 

and applications on the same physical machine, overall utilization of physical resources is 

improved. Virtualization platforms also allow us to do the migration of a VM from one 

server to another server. Migration of a VM from one host to another host helps us to 

balance workload among servers running in the data centre. This in turn optimizes the 

resource utilization [33] [34]. 

Reduction in Hardware Cost 

Virtualization technology allows us to run multiple servers on the same physical machine. 

This reduces the cost involved in the purchase of new hardware machine for different 

servers [33]. We can add additional physical resources (memory or other computing 

components) in existing systems to expand its capabilities without the need of a new 

physical machine. 

Simple Administration 

The use of virtualization technology divides computing resources in two groups: physical 

resources (e.g. Hardware components) and virtual resources (e.g. VM). Virtualization 

simplifies several time consuming administrative tasks like backup [33]. Use of the 

centralized storage like SAN or network file system reduces the requirement of backups. 

Once the VM image with required configuration and installation is created, it can be 

replicated and reused rapidly. 

Less Power Consumption 

The power consumption of the data centre is very high. A typical datacentre may consume 

as much energy as 25,000 households [71]. It is mainly due to the power requirements of 

various hardware devices. These computing devices produce heat during operation. A 

powerful cooling system is required in the data centre for proper functioning of hardware 

resources. This cooling system of data centre consumes a lot of power [71]. If the 

virtualization technology is used, we can consolidate the workload of physical servers and 

power-off the extra running servers and other computing devices (Virtual Machine 

Consolidation- VMC). As the numbers of active devices in the data centre are less, the 

power consumed by those devices and cooling system will be less.  
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Increased Availability 

Virtual machines (VM) are independent of the hardware resources. The VM can be easily 

moved from one physical machine (PM) to other PM. So, during hardware fault or 

maintenance, we can quickly migrate running VMs from effected PM to another PM. Due 

to this, there is less interruption in the application running on particular VM and higher 

availability is achieved [33] [34]. 

Easy System and Application Testing 

During application development, we may need to test application with different hardware 

platforms and operating systems (platforms). Similarly, for hardware driver development, 

we may need to check its compatibility with different platforms. All platforms might not 

be available for testing of those applications or driver software. Using virtualization, we 

can emulate different kinds of hardware and software configurations to ease our job of 

testing or development [33] [34]. 

Faster Failure Recovery 

Physical servers may fail due to the failure of any computing device or component. In this 

situation, applications or services running on that server are affected. The services may not 

be available till the maintenance of failed resources is completed. In case of virtualization, 

applications and services run under VMs. These VMs are independent of physical 

machines. If hardware failure occurs, a VM can be quickly moved from one physical 

machine to another physical machine i.e. faster recovery from failure. 

2.1.2 Issues in Virtualization 

We have discussed several benefits of virtualization technology in the previous section. 

There are several disadvantages or issues regarding this technology, some of them are 

discussed in this section [33]. 

Single Point of Failure 

Virtualization technology allows us to run multiple VMs on the same physical hardware. 

This gives us an advantage of better resource utilization. However, the problem which may 

arise due to this is a single point of failure, i.e. if the physical machine fails, all VMs 

running on that physical machine are affected and services offered by those VMs are 
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interrupted [33] [34]. This issue can be solved by one of the feature of virtualization, i.e. 

faster failure recovery (2.1.1). 

Server Sharing Performance Issues 

Virtual Machines can access physical resources through the hypervisor. The role of the 

hypervisor is to share physical resources among all running VMs. Hypervisor provides 

proper isolation between VMs running on it [33]. Due to sharing of physical resources, one 

VM may affect the performance of other VMs running on the same physical server.  

Increased Networking Complexity 

VMs running on same physical machine share the network interface card for doing 

network communication. VMs are started and stopped dynamically; network 

configurations of all VMs should be automated. In the data centre, virtual networks are 

created and managed. This task of virtual network management involves networking 

complexity [33] [34]. 

2.1.3 Types of Virtualization 

Virtualization allows us to create partitions of hardware resources and create several virtual 

machines on the same physical machine (PM). From the application’s or user’s 

perspective, a VM has all attributes and characteristics of PM. There are mainly two types 

of hypervisors: Type 1 and Type 2 [33]. 

Type 1 (Bare Metal) Virtualization 

This kind of hypervisor runs directly on the physical hardware Figure 2.3. The operating 

system running on VM is called a guest operating system [33] [34]. All VMs running on 

the same physical machine can have same or different guest operating systems. An 

operating system running on a Type 1 VM is a full virtualization because it is a complete 

simulation of the hardware that it is running on. 

Generally, all CPUs support this kind of virtualization. In some cases, we may need to 

enable virtualization support from the system’s BIOS. The AMD-V processors (code 

named Pacifica) and Intel VT-x (code named Vanderpool) were the first of these vendor's 

64-bit offerings that added this type of support [33] [34]. Any operating system can be 

installed on this kind of hypervisor without kernel modification. Some examples of Type 1 

hypervisor are Oracle VM, VMware ESX, Sun xVM, etc. 
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Figure 2.3 Type 1 (Bare Metal) and Type 2 (Para) Virtualization [33] 

Type 2 (Para Virtualization) 

Type 2 hypervisors [33] are installed on the operating system Figure 2.3. This operating 

system is called a host operating system. With this kind of hypervisor, a software interface 

is created to emulate the devices with which a system would normally interact. This 

abstraction is created to perform I/O operations outside the virtual environment, which 

makes it both programmatically easier and efficient to execute device I/O. This type of 

virtualization is sometimes referred as Para Virtualization [34]. 

Some examples of Type 2 hypervisors are XEN, KVM, Microsoft Hyper V, Parallels 

Desktop for Mac, VMware Fusion, etc.  Type 2 virtual machines are installed over a host 

operating system; for Microsoft Hyper-V, that operating system would be Windows 

Server.  XEN is used by Amazon [34] Web Services (AWS) to provide Amazon Machine 

Instances (AMIs). 

2.2     Virtual Infrastructure Manager 

Another major challenge in cloud environment is the management of huge amount of 

physical and virtual resources in such a way that, on-demand and dynamic provisioning is 

possible. The toolkit or framework used for management of cloud infrastructure is called 

Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM) [72]. The VIM is a type of software, which, 

aggregates resources from multiple physical machines and provides a uniform view to 

users and applications. There are different VIMs available like Open Nebula, Eucalyptus, 

VMWare, etc. Some important and desired features of VIM are discussed in section 2.2.1. 
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2.2.1 Features of VIM (Virtual Infrastructure Manager) 

The role of VIM is to manage various physical and virtual resources (cloud infrastructure). 

Following are the desired features of VIM for the proper management of cloud resources. 

Virtualization Support 

The hypervisor provides facility of partitioning and sharing of physical resources. Different 

types of hypervisors are used in backend. VIM should provide a uniform management 

mechanism regardless of virtualization technology. VIM should be able to manage 

resources of different kind of hypervisors [72]. 

Self Service  

One of the main feature of cloud computing is the dynamic online provisioning of 

resources in the form of services. Cloud users should be able to select desired services 

from various services offered by CSP. VIM should provide some interface for self service. 

Generally, VIMs provide the web based interface for selection of services [72] [34].  

Interface to Public Cloud 

Organizations create a private cloud with the help of their own resources. In certain cases, 

these resources may not be sufficient. There may be a requirement of capacity expansion 

of private cloud by borrowing resources from public clouds (hybrid cloud). VIM should 

provide a facility of integration between private cloud resources and public resources [72].  

Storage Virtualization 

Storage virtualization provides a way to abstract logical storage from physical storage 

devices. VIM should allow consolidation of storage devices in the data centre. It should 

allow users to create virtual disks from physical storage. Management of virtual machine 

image is also required. The images are stored and made available to cloud users [72] [34]. 

Virtual Networking 

VIM should allow creation of an isolated network on top of physical infrastructure 

independent of physical topology and locations. A virtual LAN (VLAN) allows isolating 

traffic that shares a switched network, allowing VMs to be grouped into the same 

broadcast domain. Additionally, a VLAN can be configured to block traffic originated 

from VMs from other networks 
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Dynamic Resource Allocation 

Dynamic and on-demand resource provisioning are desired features of cloud computing. 

VIM should provide a facility to monitor resource utilization of VMs and PMs. It should 

have a feature to automatically add or remove VMs according to requirements. VIM 

should provide a proper mechanism for auto scaling for dynamic resource allocation. [72] 

(Section 3.1).  

Virtual Clusters 

Some applications require a cluster of machines for execution. Cloud computing offers this 

kind of service in the form of virtual cluster. A virtual cluster is made of several 

interconnected VMs. VIM should provide a mechanism to manage these VM clusters. 

Some example applications who demand virtual cluster are multi-tier web applications, 

high performance computing (HPC) etc.  

Higher Availability 

Availability is a very important characteristic of cloud services. It ensures that services are 

available without downtime. VIMs should have provision to ensure availability to 

minimize application’s downtime and prevent business disruption. Some VIM supports 

this feature by providing a failover mechanism, which detects failure of both physical and 

virtual servers and restarts VMs on healthy physical servers. 

2.2.2 Case Study- Open Nebula VIM 

Open Nebula is one of the most feature-rich open-source VIM [72]. It was initially 

developed to manage local virtual infrastructure. However, it has also included remote 

interfaces that make it possible to build public clouds [72] [34] [74]. Open nebula supports 

different programming APIs like XML-RPC, libvirt, Open Nebula Cloud API (OCA) etc. 

It can be used as a management tool to manage virtual infrastructure of private clouds. 

Open Nebula supports a hybrid cloud to combine local infrastructure with public cloud-

based infrastructure. This kind of hybrid cloud provides us highly scalable hosting 

environment. In hybrid cloud, the virtual machine obtained from the public infrastructure is 

managed same as all the other virtual machine instances maintained locally [57]. Open 

Nebula also supports public clouds by providing cloud’s interfaces to expose its 

functionality for virtual machines, storage, and network management. 
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The Architecture of Open Nebula (Figure 2.4) contains various pluggable components. The 

Core module orchestrates physical servers and their hypervisors, storage nodes, and 

network. Management operations are performed through pluggable Drivers, which interact 

with the APIs of hypervisors, storage and network technologies, and public clouds. The 

Scheduler module is responsible for assigning pending VM requests to physical hosts. 

Administrators can choose between different scheduling objectives such as packing VMs 

in fewer hosts or keeping the load balanced [72] [34]. 

Open Nebula can be integrated with Haizea [73], to support features like advance resource 

reservation and lease management.  

 

Figure 2.4 High Level Architecture of Open Nebula [72] 

2.3     Service Level Agreement (SLA) and Resource Management 

CSPs provide services to cloud users. Cloud users are charged according to the type of 

service they have used and the amount of time for which they have used the services. A 

quality of service (QOS) must be satisfied. The SLA (Service Level Agreement) represents 

a contract between cloud service users and providers. The SLA provides the mechanism to 

guarantee QOS. SLA is specified in terms of various metrics like – response time, delay, 

resource utilization, request completion rate, etc. SLA violation is harmful to both CSP and 

users. It incurs penalty to the service provider. SLA violation degrades the performance of 

user applications.  
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The efficient resource management enables the cloud service provider to serve more 

number of users without violations of SLA. Similarly, it helps customers to make better 

utilization of services (resources) which in turn reduces costs and helps to achieve SLA 

requirements. The SLA can be represented using frameworks like Web Service Level 

Agreement (WSLA). We can broadly classify SLA into two categories: Infrastructure SLA 

and Application SLA.  

The infrastructure service provider manages and offers guarantees on availability of the 

infrastructure like, server machines, power, network connectivity, etc. Enterprises manage 

their applications that are deployed on these server machines. The application level SLA 

ensures the availability of server capacity to the applications according to resource 

demands. The service providers provide flexibility in allocating and de-allocating 

computing resources to and from applications. 

Some example components of infrastructure level SLA are the availability of hardware, the 

availability of network, outage notification guarantee, Internet latency guarantee, packet 

loss guarantee etc. Application level SLA contains parameters like response time, latency 

of web server, throughput etc.  

2.4     Summary 

In this chapter, we have studied about some fundamental concepts behind cloud computing 

like, virtualization technology and VIM. The virtualization technology enables CSP to 

slice and share physical resources among cloud users. VIM is a tool for the management of 

cloud infrastructure. We have briefly discussed an architecture of Open Nebula based VIM 

framework. 

We have also understood the importance of SLA in the cloud environment. SLA violation 

is harmful to both CSP and cloud users. If the SLA is violated, a penalty is caused to CSP. 

Similarly, the SLA violation degrades performance of user applications. Our work tries to 

make efficient use of cloud resources with SLA considerations. 

In the next chapter, we will discuss about auto scaling in cloud computing. We have 

included details about need of auto scaling, types of auto scaling and review of auto scaling 

related work. We have discussed some basic concepts regarding time series analysis. Some 

time series analysis methods like AR, MA, ARMA and ARIMA are described. We have 
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also explained the concept of virtual machine consolidation in the cloud. The details about 

the state of the art work in the area of consolidation are also included in the next chapter. 

At last, we have included brief details about our research contribution. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Literature Review 

According to the basic characteristics of Cloud Computing, scalability and elasticity are 

very important and desired features in Cloud environment (1.1.1). This chapter starts with 

the discussion about basic concepts and needs of scalability. The role of auto scaling in 

cloud resource management is discussed in section 3.1. The section 3.2 discusses about the 

review of the work done in the area of auto scaling. The concept of time series analysis for 

workload prediction is used in our work. The basic approaches of time series analysis are 

discussed in section 3.3. The survey of work done in the area of VM consolidation (VMC) 

is described in 3.4 The section 3.5 gives a brief introduction of our research contributions. 

3.1     Scalability, Elasticity and Auto Scaling 

The workload in the cloud environment is highly dynamic. The static allocation of 

resources to applications may not be suitable in a cloud environment. Scalability is the 

ability of the system to serve applications during varying workload conditions [75]. 

Elasticity is the degree to which a system is able to adapt to workload changes [76]. This 

adaption is possible by provisioning and de-provisioning of resources. The auto scaling 

mechanism ensures that, at each point in time the provisioned resources match the current 

demand as closely as possible [6]. Auto scaling mechanism facilitates automatic addition 

or removal of application resources. 

The static allocation of resources to cloud based applications is not suitable. If resources 

are allocated to application by considering peak workload, it may happen that most of the 

time resources are underutilized. This extra provisioning of resources is termed as over-

provisioning (Figure 3.1) [6]. The over-provisioning of resources causes wastage of 

resources. It also increases the service charges of uses. Similarly, if we assign resources by 

considering average application workload, it may happen that, during peak workload 

application performance is degraded (SLA violation). This situation is called resource 

under-provisioning (Figure 3.2) [6]. 
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Figure 3.1 Resource Over-Provisioning [6] 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Resource Under-Provisioning [6] 

 

Auto scaling mechanisms facilitat the scaling of application’s resources by two different 

ways: Horizontally or Vertically. The horizontal scaling does the addition or removal of 

VM instances as per the changing workload. The vertical scaling reconfigures the VM by 

changing its resources as per the requirements [65] [68].  

Another major challenge during auto scaling is an oscillation effect. The auto scaling 

mechanism may perform frequent scale up/down operations on the basis of workload 

changes. This situation is called an oscillation effect. Whenever we design our scaling 

policy, we must take care to avoid oscillation effect [65] [69]. 

 

Auto scaling techniques can be broadly classified into two categories: Proactive and 

Reactive auto scaling. In Reactive auto scaling, the current system metrics are considered 

to perform scaling operations. The proactive auto scaling uses some forecasting 

mechanisms for performing scaling operations [65] [68] [69]. 
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3.2     Review of Auto Scaling Techniques 
 

In this section, we have described brief details of works done in the domain of auto scaling 

mechanisms in the cloud environment. Cloud computing provides resources in the form of 

services to its customers. Customers are charged on the basis of the type of service and the 

duration of service usage. SLA (Service Level Agreement) represents a contract between 

the service provider and customer [21]. SLA contains various performance parameters. 

The SLA Violation is harmful to both CSP as well as cloud customers. SLA violation will 

cause a penalty to CSP. Similarly, it will affect the customer’s application hosted in a 

cloud environment [21]. 

Efficient resource utilization without SLA violation is a major challenge in a cloud 

environment [21].  The workload of cloud based applications is quite dynamic in nature. 

To improve the performance of cloud based applications against this kind of workload, we 

should ensure that resources are provisioned in time. The Auto Scaling is a mechanism by 

which, application resources can be increased or decreased at runtime [68]. During our 

research period, we have studied research papers regarding auto scaling techniques. A 

broad classification of auto scaling approaches is shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3 Classification of Auto scaling Techniques 
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3.2.1 Auto Scaling Mechanisms 

On the basis of the time at which scaling operations are performed, we can classify scaling 

mechanisms into two categories: Reactive auto scaling and Proactive auto scaling. 

1. Reactive Auto Scaling 

In this approach, current resource usage or application performance related metrics are 

considered to make decisions about auto scaling. Some approaches consider both for 

performing scaling operations [5] [9]. The scaling decisions are taken after detection of 

SLA violations. Once the scaling needs are identified, the actual scaling operation takes 

some amount of time for adding or removing resources. The application performance is 

degraded during time period between detection of SLA violation and actual execution of 

the scaling operation.  

In [9], two issues are considered: auto scaling and Virtual Machine Consolidation (VMC) 

placement. Two threshold values are taken to specify SLA. One is a warning threshold and 

another is safe threshold. If application’s response time is bellow the safe threshold, scale 

down is done and if response time is above the warning threshold, scale up is done. Along 

with this, a VMC algorithm is suggested which divides PMs (Physical Machine) into 

various categories and VMs from heavily loaded PMs are migrated to lightly loaded. In 

this paper, auto scaling and VMC policies are integrated for better resource management. 

Generally, scaling operations are considered in single cloud environments, in [5] multi 

cloud environment is considered. In this work, automatic provisioning of resources is done 

via multiple CSPs. This work has considered three tier applications with sticky sessions. A 

session is made up of multiple requests. When a session is assigned to one of the VM, all 

requests within that session will be assigned to the same VM (sticky sessions). 

2. Proactive Auto Scaling 

Compared to reactive scaling, proactive scaling approach performs scaling on the basis of 

predictions. It helps us to make resource provisioning in advance on the basis of future 

workload. There are many techniques for the prediction of workload [6]. In [6] and [7], 

various prediction methods like Moving Average (MA), Auto Regressive (AR), ARMA, 

ARIMA, Neural Networks (NN) etc. are evaluated. ARIMA for workload prediction of 

single tier application is used in [2]. In [3] ARMA model is used for workload forecasting. 
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Authors have analyzed the performance of application with different hardware 

configurations. Based on these analysis and predicted workload, resources are scaled. 

Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) is a variation of ARIMA model, which is used for prediction 

of workload with seasonal pattern [4].  

Normally, IaaS providers consider fixed time slot for charging customers. If a VM is 

released before the end of billing time slot, customer will be charged for the full time slot. 

A workload prediction made by the model may contain errors. An approach for prediction 

error compensation along with time slot consideration is suggested in [10].  

3.2.2 Auto Scaling Parameters 

Scaling decisions can be made on the basis of low level resource utilization metrics [11] 

[12] [13] or high level application performance specific metrics [4] [5] [9]. The values of 

these metrics are observed during Monitoring phase at regular interval.  

Low Level Parameters 

CPU, Memory, Network, Disk, etc. related utilization information is monitored at VM, PM 

or hypervisor level. This kind of usage details can be obtained from the cloud service 

provider, or by making use of various APIs. Scaling related decisions are made based on 

utilization threshold. Scaling approaches which use low level parameters are simple to 

integrate [13]. However, by considering only low level parameters, it is difficult to 

guarantee SLA achievement [65]. The public CSP provides auto scaling feature in which 

low level parameters are considered e.g. Amazon [11] and Right-Scale [12].  

High Level Application Specific Parameters 

High level parameters are the performance indicators observed at the application layer. 

These parameters may not be visible to Cloud Service Providers (CSP) [65]. Various 

parameters like response time, throughput, request rate, session creation rate, etc. are 

monitored at regular interval [4]. Sometimes, high level performance parameters are used 

as a support for making auto scaling decisions. Compared to low level usage parameters, 

these parameters are difficult to measure. Desired application specific parameters are 

described in form of SLA. If monitored parameter values are not as per SLA, scaling 

operations are performed.  
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Hybrid Parameters 

Some auto scaling techniques consider a combination of both low level utilization metrics 

and high level application specific parameters [14] [15]. Sometimes these combined 

parameters are used for the resource estimation purpose [16] [17]. Hybrid parameters can 

also be used to build application specific model and to relate application performance 

against resource usage [18] [19] [20]. 

3.2.3 Auto Scaling Method 

Scaling operation in the cloud can be performed by two different ways: Vertical scaling 

and horizontal scaling.  

Vertical Scaling 

This kind of scaling resizes the VM by changing its resources during scaling operations at 

runtime.  One of the main issues of vertical scaling is that, many service providers do not 

support reconfiguration of running VM. To dynamically perform these operations, modern 

hypervisors provide mechanisms such as CPU sharing and memory ballooning, to support 

the CPU and memory hot-plug [65]. This approach is not suitable for highly scalable 

applications because maximum scaling is possible up to the capacity of the single host. 

Effects of vertical scaling on performance are analyzed in [13] and [14]. In [13], an 

experimental study was done using RUBBOS benchmark [77] to check the effect of 

vertical scaling on the performance of the application. In [66], the authors have adjusted 

configuration of CPU and memory along with application parameters. 

Horizontal Scaling 

In this kind of scaling, VMs are added or removed during scaling operations [5] [9] [10]. 

Most of the cloud service providers offer standardized VMs of various sizes during scaling 

[65]. Horizontal scaling is supported by public service providers like Amazon [11], Right 

Scale [12] etc. In [67], the authors have proposed Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based 

model to select most cost efficient VM type during scaling operation. In [68], the authors 

have used linear programming based approach to solve dynamic provisioning problem. 

They have achieved cost saving against AWS auto scaling. Authors of [69] have identified 

that it is feasible to create cost effective auto scalar using spot instances. 
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3.2.4 Architecture of Cloud Application 

A tier is the minimum separately deployable component in a layered software stack. A tier 

represents a part of the functionality of an application [65]. In a production deployment, 

within a tier, a load balancer is used to balance and dispatch load among the instances of 

the same tier. Web applications hosted in cloud uses different kind of architectures like 

single tier or multi tier. MVC based web applications use three tier architecture (Model, 

View and Controller). Model tier handles database, view represents user interface and 

controller contains business logic part.  

Single Tier Applications 

Some applications combine all their functionality in a single tier (Single tier application). 

Auto scaling mechanisms mentioned in [2] [3] [10] have considered single tier 

applications. In this kind of mechanism, it is assumed that all instances are of the same 

type. At the time of scaling, instances in particular tier are added or removed. 

Multi Tier Applications 

Multi-tier applications are composed of several interconnected tiers. At each tier, the 

request either relies on the downstream tier to complete its processing or it is returned to 

the upstream tier and finally to the user [65]. In these kinds of applications, the overall 

functionality is distributed among different tiers. Each tier of a multi-tier application runs 

on the one or more different VM instances. At the time of scaling, we have to take a 

decision about the tier in which scaling is needed [5] [9]. In [70], Authors have considered 

multi tier application. They have divided overall SLA into SLA related to each tier.  

3.3     Introduction to Time Series Analysis 

Proactive auto scaling mechanisms (3.2.1) use some forecasting mechanisms to predict 

future values regarding the application.  In proactive auto scaling approach, various 

parameter values are predicted like, future workload, resource utilization, response time, 

etc. On the basis of forecasted values, scaling decisions are taken prior to SLA violations. 

These advance scaling operations will ensure that resources are increased or decreased 

before actual requirements. [2] [3] [6] [7]. Forecasting can be done by various approaches 

like time series analysis, neural network, Markov chain model, etc. In our work, we have 

represented application workload in the form of time series. We have used ARIMA [2] 
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time series analysis model for workload prediction. This section represents some basic 

concepts of time series analysis and ARIMA. 

A time series is a set of data points measured over successive time [8]. It can be 

mathematically defined as a set of vectors x(t). Where, t=0,1,2..... Here, t represents the 

elapsed time. The variable x(t) is a random variable. Measured values of time series are 

arranged in proper chronological order. A time series, which contains details about only 

one variable, is called univariate. If the time series contains values of multiple variables, it 

is called multivariate. A time series is made up of several components like trend, seasonal 

and random [30].  

The trend component of time series represents the general tendency of time series over a 

longer period of time (increasing or decreasing trends) e.g. population growth has upward 

(increasing) trend. The seasonal component represents fluctuations during the season e.g. if 

we plot ice-cream sales numbers as time series, we can easily notice seasonality. The 

irregular or random variations in time series may be caused by unpredictable influences. 

Random variables are not regular and do not repeat in a particular pattern [30] [27] [29]. A 

time series can be decomposed into various components like trend, seasonality and 

randomness. In the Figure 3.4 bellow, air passenger data set is represented as time series 

[30]. After Decomposition of this time series, components are represented in Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.4 Air Passenger Data Set (Time series) [30] 
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Figure 3.5 Decomposition of time series [30] 

Moving Average MA(q) model: 

The AR(p) model [23] [24] [25] regress against past values of the series whereas, the 

MA(q) model uses past errors as the explanatory variables. The MA(q) model can be 

expressed as : 

�� = µ + � Ɵ� ∈� �

�

�=1

+ ∈� 

Where, 

�� is actual value at time period t, ∈� is random error,  Ɵ�  (j=1,2,…q) are model 

parameters, q is the order of  the model and µ is mean of the series. 

Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model ARMA (p, q): 

Autoregressive (AR) and moving average (MA) models can be effectively combined 

together to form a general and useful class of time series models. This combined model is 

known as ARMA. Mathematically an ARMA(p, q) model is represented as [23] [24] [25]. 
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�
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Here, model order (p,q) represents p autoregressive and q moving average terms. 
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The mean value of the series should not be a function of time. The mean value of time 

series should be a constant value. In Figure 3.6, this condition is satisfied for graph on the 

left side. This kind of time series is called a stationary time series. The graph on the right 

side in Figure 3.6 has a time dependent mean [29]. Time series in which mean value 

depends on time is called non stationary. If the time series is non stationary, we cannot 

build a model for analysis or forecasting [29].  

 

Figure 3.6 Stationary and Non stationary time series [29] 

 

The ARMA models, described above can only be used for stationary time series data. 

However, in practice many time series are non stationary. A time series with trend and 

seasonal pattern are called non stationary. [26] [27] 

For this reason, the ARIMA model [28] is proposed, which is a generalization of an 

ARMA model. AIRMA model can work with non-stationary time series. In ARIMA 

models, a non-stationary time series is made stationary by applying finite differencing of 

the data points. ARIMA model uses three parameters p, q and d. Here, p, d and q are 

integers greater than or equal to zero and refer to the order of the Autoregressive, 

integrated, and moving average parts of the model respectively. The integer value of d, 

controls the level of differencing. Generally, d=1 is enough in most cases. When d=0, it 

reduces to an ARMA(p,q) model. The ARIMA(p,0,0) model is similar to AR(p) model and 

ARIMA(0,0,q) is same as MA(q) model. 

3.4     Survey of VM Consolidation Techniques 
 

Virtual Machine Consolidation (VMC) is a technique for energy-efficient dynamic cloud 

resource management. Sometimes, the running VMs may be scattered on several PMs [35]. 
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VMC moves (migrates) VMs from lower utilized PMs to higher utilized PMs i.e. 

consolidates VMs in less number of PMs. By doing this, either state of extra PMs can be 

changed to power saving mode or these PMs can be used to serve other customers. Server 

consolidation is a periodic process of the data centre.  

The Figure 3.7 shows the graphical representation of VM consolidation process. On the 

left side of Figure 3.7, we can see that, VMs are scattered among four different physical 

machines. After VMC process, VMs from lightly loaded PMs are migrated to other PMs. 

The VMC process frees lightly loaded PMs (right part of Figure 3.7). These freed PMs can 

be changed to power saving state or can be used to serve other cloud users [35].  

 

   

Figure 3.7 VM Consolidation Process [35] 

The VMC process involves mainly three steps:  

1. Selection of source PMs from which we can migrate VMs 

2. Selection of  VMs to be migrated from source PMs 

3. Selection of destination PMs on which selected VMs will be migrated. 

One of the important issues in VMC is, to maintain a balance between resource utilization 

and QOS (quality of service) [35]. Many researchers have worked in the area of VM 

consolidation [35] [36]. In this section, we have briefly discussed various works done in 

the area of VM consolidation. These approaches are enlisted in the form of the graph 

shown in Figure 3.8 [35]. 

3.4.1. Static versus Dynamic VMC (DVMC) 

In a static VMC, mapping between VMs and PMs are not changed for a long time [37] 

[38]. This kind of approach is useful when application workload is constant or it is of batch 

processing nature. Generally, in this approach, resources allotted on the basis of peak 

workload. Due to this, resources are wasted (under-utilized).  
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In a dynamic VMC (DVMC), the consolidation process is initiated either at regular interval 

or due workload changes. The length of consolidation interval affects resource utilization 

as well as the energy consumption of the data centre. If the predefined consolidation 

interval is too small, there may be frequent VM migrations and frequent PM on-off 

operations [39] [40] [41]. If consolidation interval is too large, it may happen that many 

PMs are underutilized for longer time. The Long consolidation interval may violate SLA 

because till next consolidation round, PMs may be overloaded. In some works related to 

dynamic VMC, researchers have applied the concept of prediction. The future workload in 

the data centre is predicted by different methods and on the basis of that consolidation 

decision is taken. In [42], various AR models are used for prediction. Predictive Elastic 

Resource Scaling (PRESS) framework is suggested in such a way that minimizes SLA 

violations and resource wastages [43]. This kind of prediction helps to reduce unnecessary 

VM migrations as well as unnecessary changes in PM power states. 

 

Figure 3.8 VM Consolidation Techniques [35] 

 

3.4.2. Centralized versus Distributed Dynamic VMC 

In centralized dynamic VM consolidation, there is a single controller. This controller 

maintains all information about the current status of resource utilization of all PMs. On the 

basis of this information, consolidation steps are executed [44] [45]. In distributed 
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consolidation approach, each PM shares its resource utilization related information to all 

neighbouring PMs. If a PM is overloaded, it uses resource usage information of 

neighbours. Based on this, VMs are migrated [46] [47]. 

3.4.3. Threshold based versus Threshold free DVMC 

DVMC can be classified into two categories on the basis of source PM selection. 

Threshold based algorithms use threshold values (upper/lower threshold) to identify 

whether the PM is overloaded or under loaded [1]. If the resource usage of PM is higher 

than the upper threshold, PM is considered as overloaded and if the resource usage of PM 

is lower than the lower threshold, it is considered underutilized. During the consolidation 

phase, several VMs migration operations are done which: 

- Decrease the load of overloaded PMs and/or 

- Free unused PMs [1].  

Threshold based algorithms consider either static threshold or adaptive threshold [36]. The 

overall aim of VMC is to improve resource utilization without affecting QOS. In case of 

static threshold, the values of threshold are fixed and do not change [1] [46] [49]. If the 

value of upper threshold is kept high, better resource utilization can be achieved. However, 

if workload in VM increases, it will degrade the performance. Similarly, if the value of the 

upper threshold is kept low, many time resources will be wasted. Instead of having fixed 

threshold value, if the value of the threshold is adaptive, we can solve problems of static 

threshold [50] [51] [52]. One way to adapt a threshold value is, on the basis of VM 

workload. If the workload of VMs is increased, the adaptive threshold based approach will 

increase the value of upper threshold [50]. Adaptive threshold based approach will 

improve resource utilization. However, adaptive threshold based VMC approach may 

cause frequent VM migrations (compared to static threshold based approach) [1]. 

Threshold free algorithms do not use any predefined threshold values for over or under 

utilization of PMs [48]. Here, source PMs are selected on a random basis or on the basis of 

some functions [48].  
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3.4.4. VMC Approaches with Different VM Selection Policies 

Another important parameter during the consolidation phase is the selection of VMs to be 

migrated. Different VMC approaches have used different criteria for VM selection.  

Clustered VM Selection 

In this kind of approach, a group (cluster) of VM is selected for migration [54] [55]. 

Generally, multi-tier applications are made up of load balancer(s), application server(s) and 

database server(s). When this kind of applications is hosted in a cloud environment, 

individual VM is assigned a different role. All these VMs which are part of the same 

application communicate with each other. The performance of the application degrades, if 

these VMs are not hosted in nearby PMs. In this kind of situation, instead of migrating a 

single VM, a group of VMs of an application (cluster), is considered for migration [54] 

[55]. 

Single VM Selection 

These approaches select a single VM for migration. Some approaches make random 

choices of VMs for migration [53] [1]. Minimization of VM migration approach tries to 

minimize the number of VM migration operations during the consolidation phase. It sorts 

VMs on the basis of resource usage and one which are having highest utilization are 

selected for migration [1]. Minimization of migration time (MMT) selects those VMs 

which have small migration time [1]. 

3.4.5. VMC Approaches on the Basis of Destination Host Selection 

After selection of VMs for migration, it is necessary to move selected VMs on proper 

destination hosts. Destination host can be selected by different ways. Random PM 

selection approach randomly selects PM as the destination. [56]. In [1], researchers have 

used greedy heuristic based approach for destination VM selection. Greedy based 

destination selection can be First Fit (FF), First Fit Decreasing (FFD), Next Fit, Round 

Robin (RR), Best Fit (BF) etc.  

In a real scenario, there are large numbers of PMs and VMs are running in the data centre. 

The optimal mapping of PMs and VMs is an NP-hard problem. Due to this, it is not 
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possible to find the best and exact mapping of VMs to PMs [9]. Heuristic based approaches 

[1], tries to find an optimal mapping of PMs and VMs. So, for the problems of NP-hard 

nature, they are not suitable. Meta heuristic based approaches are useful to get near optimal 

solution of NP problems. In [49], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) based approach is used 

to find near optimal solution of PM-VM mapping problem. In this work, a virtual ant 

selects a PM for VM by considering heuristic and pheromone. Simulated Annealing based 

approach is used in [48] to solve the VMC problem. 

3.5     Brief Description about Our Contribution 

Based on the identified problems and objectives, we have suggested two reactive auto 

scaling policies and one proactive auto scaling policy. Our reactive auto scaling policies 

are: Session Completion Rate (SCR) based and Session Average Delay (SAD) based auto 

scaling. For these two auto scaling techniques, we have performed various simulations 

using Cloudsim simulator.  

In our research, we have also created one small test bed to check feasibility of our 

proposed algorithms. For creating this prototype model (setup), we used Open Nebula as 

cloud framework and KVM as hypervisor. We used HAProxy for load balancer and 

Apache JMETER as workload generator.  

In addition to reactive policies, an ARIMA model based Proactive auto scaling policy is 

proposed. This policy uses the concept of time series analysis for workload prediction 

using ARIMA model. We have also suggested one consolidation policy based on VM 

migration count threshold. Details of our policies and experiments are discussed in the next 

chapter. 

3.6     Summary 

In this chapter, we have discussed about the role of auto scaling in SLA achievement and 

efficient resource management. The workload of web and data centre can be better 

characterized by time series [3]. ARIMA model is more suitable for modelling non 

stationary time series [3]. We have also learned about time series analysis. These 

fundamental concepts helped us to get a better understanding about time series forecasting. 

In our work, we have used AIRMA based workload forecasting mechanism [3]. VM 
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consolidation is a useful concept for resource management. Various techniques of VMC 

are studied in this chapter. From the literature survey, we have identified several research 

gaps. The problem description and objectives are described in the next chapter. 

The next chapter contains the details about our contribution in the areas of reactive and 

proactive auto scaling. We have suggested two reactive auto scaling policies (based on 

hybrid parameters) and one proactive auto scaling policy (ARIMA based time series 

forecasting). Algorithmic steps of our auto scaling policies along with flow charts are 

included. Details regarding a prototype model are included in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4  

Research Problem and Proposed System Model 

In the previous chapter, we have discussed about a review of state of the work done in the 

areas of auto scaling and Virtual Machine Consolidation (VMC). Based on the review, we 

have identified a research problem. In this chapter, we have mainly addressed the needs 

and problem of auto scaling. The dynamic and automatic scaling approach helps the user to 

acquire cloud resources as per the need. It also helps to reduce the bill amount. The section 

4.1 contains details of research problem and objectives. The overall system architecture 

and MAPE (Monitor, Analyze, Plan and Execute) [22] based proposed system model for 

reactive auto scaling are presented in section 4.2.  

We have proposed two auto scaling policies using hybrid metrics (refer section 3.2.2). The 

section 4.3 and 4.4 contains details about our reactive auto scaling policies. In our policies, 

we have considered application level metrics like Session Completion Rate (SCR) and 

Session Average Delay (ASD) along with the low level resource usage metrics (CPU and 

Memory utilizations). Load balancing algorithms are explained in section 4.5. We have 

proposed a proactive auto scaling policy in which the application’s workload is represented 

as time series (section 4.6). The future workload of an application is forecasted using 

ARIMA based model.   

4.1      Problem Description and Research Objectives 

Workload of applications hosted in cloud environment is quite dynamic. The static 

allocation of resources to applications may cause resource over-provisioning or under-

provisioning. If we allocate application resources based on the peak workload (over-

provisioning) [6], it causes more service bills to cloud customers. Resource allocation with 

average application workload consideration will degrade the performance during peak 

workload (under-provisioning) [6]. 
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 The main problem to be solved is, an automatic and dynamic resource provisioning to the 

applications running in a cloud computing environment (auto scaling). From the literature 

study discussed in the previous section, we have identified that,  

1. Current reactive auto scaling techniques consider either low level resource usage 

metrics [5] [9] or high level application specific metrics [4] [5] [9]. If low level and 

high level metrics are used in combination (hybrid metrics), better auto scaling 

decisions can be taken. 

2. Frequent scaling operations (Oscillations) [65] should be avoided because, they 

may cause more resource wastage and more SLA violations. 

3. Proactive auto scaling policies take auto scaling decisions on the basis of predicted 

values of workload [2] [3] [4]. Current application performance as well as resource 

utilization should also be considered. However, these approaches deal with auto 

scaling only. They have not integrated VMC mechanism along with auto scaling.  

4. Server consolidation policy selects VMs for migration and selected VMs are 

migrated to suitable hosts. From the experiments, we have noticed that during the 

migration process, the performance of the VM is degraded. Frequent selection of 

same VM for migration, degrades the performance of applications running on that 

VM. During survey, we found that, consolidation policies have not made any check 

on the number of times a VM is migrated.  

In our work, we have suggested three scaling policies and one consolidation policy to deal 

with above listed problems. We have also created a prototype model for checking the 

feasibility of our approach in real environment. 

Research Objectives 

The main objectives of this research work are, 

1. To develop the dynamic and automatic reactive auto scaling policies on the basis of 

the resource utilization as well as application specific performance parameters.  

2. To create the prototype model in a private cloud environment to check feasibility of 

suggested approaches. 

3. To incorporate a mechanism, to mitigate the oscillation effect [65] in scaling policy 

(control frequent scaling operations). 

4. To invent a mechanism for SLA representation. 
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5. To develop a time series analysis and workload prediction based proactive auto 

scaling policy. Also integrate approach for server consolidation in it. 

6. To study the effect of VM migration on the performance of applications running on 

that VM 

7. To devise a VMC policy to avoid frequent migrations of same VM. 

4.2      Proposed System Model for Reactive Auto Scaling 

The diagram shown in Figure 4.1 is an overall architecture of our reactive auto scaling 

policies. It comprises of three main blocks: Application, Web Broker and Data Centre 

Infrastructure. In our work, we have considered multi-tier applications.  

The first block in the diagram represents an application. The application is made up of 

multiple tiers, e.g. Presentation tier, Business logic tier, Database tier, etc. Each application 

tier may run in one or more separate VM instances. The Application is used by several 

users and these users generate workload for an application. An application also contains an 

SLA contract which stores SLA requirements of the application. In our case, we have used 

JSON (Java Script Object Notation) based SLA contract file representation [83]. Various 

SLA metrics like desired session completion rate, session average delay, maximum 

allowed VM for a particular application, etc. can be specified in the SLA contract file. 

The second block in the diagram represents a web broker. A web broker contains the load 

balancer and the auto scaling engine. The Load balancer distributes incoming workload 

(sessions) to various running VMs. We have suggested a hybrid load balancing algorithm. 

Algorithmic steps of load balancer are discussed in the next sections. The auto scaling 

policy component of a web broker gets monitoring information from the data centre and 

reads the SLA contract. The monitoring information contains details about resource 

utilization of VMs. Based on SLA metrics and monitoring information, auto scaling policy 

module takes scaling decisions. As per the auto scaling decisions, scaling operations like 

scale up or down are performed. The web broker maintains the session related information 

which is fed to auto scaling policies. This session related information is also stored in the 

history window. 
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In this work, we have suggested two reactive auto scaling policies: Session Completion 

Rate (SCR) based and Session average delay (ASD) based. Algorithmic steps and flow 

charts of these policies are discussed in the next sections.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 Overall System Architecture 

 

The third block in the diagram stands for a data centre i.e. actual infrastructure on which 

VMs are created. It is made up of physical machines (PM), Virtual Machines (VM) and 

other hardware resources. Based on scaling instructions, VM instances are created or 

stopped. Web broker periodically collects host and VM resource utilization information 

from the data centre. 

Based on overall system architecture, we have proposed MAPE [22] based model for 

reactive auto scaling. The model for proactive scaling is shown in Figure 4.2. The MAPE 

[22] is a widely used approach in autonomic systems. It contains a loop of four steps: M 

(Monitor), A (Analyze), P (Plan) and E (Execute).  

Monitor Phase:  

In this phase, monitoring information is gathered from the data centre and web broker. The 

web broker gives details about application parameters like sessions start time, end time, 
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delay, etc. Data centre provides utilization details of hosts and VMs. This includes data 

about CPU and RAM utilization. A sliding window based history window is maintained to 

store session related information like completion rate, average delay. 

Analyze Phase:  

In this phase, analysis of the current status of system is done. It takes current hardware 

resource monitoring information, session information and historical session related 

information as an input. Current status of application performance is compared with the 

values specified in SLA contract. 

Planning Phase: 

In this phase, based on analyzed information, scaling decisions are planned. If an SLA 

violation is observed, scale up operations of particular tier is planned. If current system 

performance is not in an SLA violation state, i.e. safe state, then scale down operation is 

planned. This phase makes planning about scale up or down operations. It also identifies 

the number of VMs to start or stop in the particular application tier. 

Execute Phase:  

In this phase, planned scaling operations are executed, i.e. New VMs are created or 

terminated. All the four steps are repeated after every specific interval called the auto 

scaling interval. During this loop, historical values about sessions are maintained in the 

history window.  

 

Figure 4.2 MAPE based Auto Scaling Process 
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4.3      Session Completion Rate (SCR) Based Auto Scaling 

The Session completion rate can be defined as a ratio of the number of sessions completed 

to the number of sessions created in a particular time interval. The value of the SCR can be 

calculated using Eq. 4.1. This policy is developed using hybrid metrics (section 3.2.2). The 

values of session completion rate (high level application specific metric) and Virtual 

Machine (VM) resource utilization information (low level metric) both are considered in 

this policy. The pseudo steps of this policy are represented in Algorithm 1.  

During each scaling round, this policy calculates the value of SCR. The value of current 

SCR is compared with the SCR value of previous scaling round. If current SCR is greater 

than previous round’s SCR (application performance is improving), no scale up operations 

are planned. This comparison reduces frequent scale operations and helps to mitigate the 

oscillation problem [65] [69].   

Inputs to this algorithm are, SLA contract S, set of running application servers (AS), set of 

running database servers (DB), history window (W), web broker (WB) and an auto scaling 

interval (δ). This policy considers SCR as main parameter for performing auto scaling 

operations.  

In this algorithm, pcRate represents a completion rate of previous auto scaling round. It is 

initialized to zero during first scaling round (line 1). Algorithm steps are repeated at 

regular interval called the auto scaling interval. It is represented as δ (lines 2-26). Lines 3 

and 4 of algorithm check for the overloading of application server servers. If application 

servers are overloaded, an overload flag is set to true. Lines 6 to 8 are used to calculate a 

completion rate of sessions using Eq. 4.1. This value is stored in ccRate. The ccRate 

represents a completion rate of current auto scaling round. Line 9 stores ccRate into history 

window W. 
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Lines 10-16 do analysis about scale up operation. If the mean value of historical 

completion rates (stored in history window) is less than pcRate and overload flag is true, it 

is the indication that the completion rate is degrading and the scale up operation is 

required. A number of additional VMs to start is calculated. Here overloading of DB VMs 

is also checked based on static threshold. If DB VMs are overloaded, dboverload flag is set 

to true.  

Lines 17-21 check for possibility of scale down operation. If average of historical 

completion rate is higher than the desired completion rate (specified in SLA document), 

scale down is possible and scale down flag is set to true. 

Line 22 stores ccRate in pcRate which will be useful for next auto scaling round. Line 23 

performs all scaling related operations based on the previously set flag values. The 

execution is paused for the interval specified by δ and control goes to line 2 where 
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checking is done about the completion of the simulation and based on that execution is 

done. The flow chart of this algorithm is included in Appendix 1 (Figure A1.1). 

4.4      Session Average Delay (ASD) based Auto Scaling 

This policy uses hybrid metrics (3.2.2). Average session delay (high level application 

specific metric) and Virtual Machine (VM) resource utilization information (low level 

metric) are considered in this policy. In this policy, only processing delay of session is 

considered. It does not consider any delay due to network latency between client and 

server. The pseudo steps of this policy are included in Algorithm 2. During each scaling 

round, this policy compares current ASD with previous ASD. If current ASD is smaller 

than previous round’s ASD (system is improving), no scale up operations are planned. This 

comparison reduces frequent scale operations and helps to mitigate the oscillation problem 

[65]. 

Inputs to this algorithm are, SLA contract S, set of running application servers (AS), set of 

running database servers (DB), history window W, web broker (WB) and auto  scaling 

interval δ. This policy considers the average session delay as a main parameter for 

performing auto scaling operations. Average session delay can be defined as the ratio of 

total delay of completed sessions with total number of sessions completed during particular 

time interval. ASD can be computed using Eq. 4.2. 

 

������� ������� ����� =
����� ����� �� ��������� ��������

����� ����� �� ��������� ��������
  �� ���� �������� τ    (Eq. 4.2) 

 

Here, the paDelay represents an average session delay of previous auto scaling round. It is 

initialized to 0 (line 1) during first scaling round. Algorithm steps are repeated at regular 

interval called auto scaling interval represented as δ (lines 2-26). Lines 3 to 5 of algorithm 

are used to check overloading of application servers. If application servers are overloaded, 

an overload flag is set to true. Lines 6 to 8 are used to find ASD using Eq. 4.2 and stored 

into a variable named, caDelay. Here, the caDelay represents an average session delay of 

current auto scaling round. Line 9 stores caDelay into history window W. 
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Lines 10-16 do analysis about scale up operations. If the mean value of historical session 

average delay is greater than allowed maximum average delay (as per SLA document), and 

overload flag is true, it is the indication that session average delay is increasing and so 

scale up is required. The number of additional VMs to start is calculated. Here, 

overloading of DB VMs is also considered based on the static threshold. If DB VMs are 

also overloaded, the dboverload flag is set to true. 

Lines 17-21 check for possibility of scale down operation. If average of historical session 

delay is less than the desired average delay (specified in SLA document), scale down is 

possible and scale down flag is set to true. 

Line 22 stores caDelay in paDealy which will be useful during the next auto scaling round. 

Line 23 performs all scaling related operations based on the previously set flag values. 

Then execution is paused for δ interval and control goes to line 2 where checking is done 
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about the completion of the simulation and based on that execution is done. The flow chart 

of ASD policy is included in Appendix 1 (Figure A1.2). 

4.5      Load Balancing Algorithms 

The role of load balancer is to distribute the incoming workload to available running 

servers. Default load balancer’s behaviour is of best-fit nature. We suggested a hybrid load 

balancer, which combines behaviour of best-fit and worst-fit [81]. The important feature of 

hybrid load balancer is that, for some predefined duration, it assigns more workload to the 

VMs which are created during scale up. Once predefined interval is completed, it works 

same as a default load balancer (best-fit). 

4.5.1 Default Load Balancer 

The Default load balancer [5] always tries to assign new sessions to the server which has 

highest workload, but still has capacity to handle new requests. This behaviour of load 

balancer is of type best-fit [81]. Algorithmic steps for this default load balancer are given 

in Algorithm 3. This mechanism tries to minimize the number of active (running) servers 

(VMs). Active servers means, servers which are running with some workload. Due to this 

behaviour of default load balancer, the workload cannot be assigned to newly created VMs 

during scaling round. The system may remain in SLA violation status even after scale up 

operations. 

4.5.2 Hybrid Load Balancer 

This algorithm is a combination of best-fit approach (Default load balancer [5]) and worst-

fit [81] approach. Worst-fit approach tries to assign workload to most free server, whereas, 

best-fit approach tries to assign workload to heavily loaded server. The hybrid load 

balancer works as a combination of both worst-fit and best-fit. If new VMs are created 

during the auto scaling round, this algorithm behaves like worst-fit and tries to assign more 

and more load to newly created servers. After some predefined time interval, the algorithm 

switches back to best-fit mode (Default load balancer [5]). The interval for switching 

between best-fit and worst-fit can be specified in terms of auto scaling intervals. Pseudo 

code steps for hybrid load balancer are shown in Algorithm 4. 
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Inputs to this algorithm are set of sessions to be scheduled (workload), set of running 

server VMs and time at which last scale operation was performed. This algorithm repeats 

line 2-21 for all sessions to be scheduled. Lines 2 & 3 check that if the number of running 

server VMs is zero or not. If no VMs are running, the session cannot be scheduled and 

execution ends. Lines 4 & 5 take the first entry from running VM list and set it as the 

hostVM. Line 6 is makes this algorithm hybrid. It checks the current time with the time of 

last scaling. If the difference between current time and last scaling time is less than the 

specified period, lines 7-9 are executed (worst-fit approach) else, lines 11-14 are executed 

(default load balancer). 

  

 

 

Lines 16-19 check the overloading condition of hostVMs. If the hostVM is overloaded, a 

message is sent – “All application servers are busy and the session cannot be assigned to 

any server”. If the selected hostVM is not overloaded, the session is assigned to it (line 21). 
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4.6      Proactive Auto Scaling 

The workload behaviour of web and data centre is such that it can be effectively 

represented as time series models. So to increase the applicability of proposed auto scaling 

approach, we have used ARIMA model based workload prediction [3]. Our policy does 

workload forecasting using ARIMA model. Our auto scaling policy manages auto scaling 

operations as well as tries to manage VM consolidation operations in the data centre. 

4.6.1 ARIMA based Workload Prediction Algorithm 

The Algorithm 5 shows the pseudo steps of workload prediction. This algorithm takes 

workload history and application as input and returns a Boolean value. If returned value is 

true, means there will be more workload in future. If returned value is false, workload in 
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future will be less than average of historical workload. ARIMA based model is chosen for 

prediction. The model takes workload history as input and based on time series analysis 

forecasting is done. 

 

 

 

4.6.2 ARIMA based Evaluate Scaling Algorithm 

This algorithm performs check about need of scaling operations. The pseudo steps of 

evaluate scaling algorithm are included in Algorithm 6. The input of this algorithm is a set 

of running applications. Each application is considered to be of type multi-tier. Each 

application tier is termed as application task. For each task of the application, there may be 

one or more instances (VMs) are running on hosts (PMs). This algorithm identifies 

application tasks for which scale up operation is required and adds those tasks in set Tu. It 

also identifies application tasks for which scale down operation can be performed and adds 

those tasks in set Td. 

Lines 2-12 are repeated for each application of give input set APP. Line 3 sets the flag 

value for the application using the prediction function. Prediction function is ARIMA 

based and it takes historical application workload in the form of time series as input and 

makes predictions of future workload. Line number 3 checks for prediction flag and 

application average response time.  

If application average response time is higher than the SLA warning threshold and 

prediction flag is true (future workload will be more), the particular application task is 

added in to set Tu (means scale up operation is required this task lines 3-5). 
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If prediction flag is false and application average response time is less than the SLA safe 

threshold (line 7), this task can be scaled down i.e. instance for this task can be removed. 

Line 9 adds this task into a list Td. Once all applications are checked, scaling operations are 

performed as per the tasks in sets Tu and Td. The flow chart of this algorithm is included in 

Appendix 1 (Figure A1.3). 

4.6.3 Modified Stress Handling Algorithm 

This algorithm (Algorithm 7) tries to manage the workload of hosts running in the data 

centre. Inputs to this algorithm are set of hosts H, set of running applications APP, stressed 

threshold St. The parameter stressedCount is the count which is associated with each host. 

This number indicates that how many times this host has been found as stressed (i.e. In S 

category).  

Line 1 classifies hosts into four categories on the basis of resource utilization threshold 

values.  

 S – Stressed host 

 P- Partially loaded host 

 L- Lightly loaded host 

E- Empty host 

Lines 2-4 of algorithm increments the Sth count for all hosts in set S. Lines 5-7 set 

stressedCount to  0 for all hosts of set P, L and E. Line 8 generates two sets Tu and Td 

using ARIMAevaluateScaling() function. The Tu contains the application tasks for which 

scale up is required. The Td set represents the application tasks for which scale down 
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operation will be performed. Lines 9-41 of algorithm tries to remove hosts from stressed 

(S) state to either of P, L or E states. 

Lines 13-19, checks for each task in set Tu. If any other instance of the task in Tu is running 

under currently stressed host, due to scale up operation load on the host will be reduced 

(because new server will be started). Amount of utilization reduction is calculated and 

added in CPU utilization reduction variable.  If the value of the CPU utilization reduction 

variable is greater than CPU overload variable of the host, the done variable is set to true 

(i.e. host will be removed from stressed state). 

Lines 24-36, check for tasks in Td. If for any task in Td, which has more than one VM 

instances and one of the instance is on stressed host then, an instance for that application 

task is removed (scale down). This relieves host from stressed state and variable done is set 

to true.  

Lines 38 and 40 check that, done variable is false (host cannot be removed from stressed 

condition) and stressedCount of host is greater than the threshold (St), relocation operation 

is done. The relocation operation does the migration of VMs from stressed host to other 

hosts. This relocation operation relieves host from stressed state to any of P, L or E states. 

The flow chart of this algorithm is included in Appendix 1 (Figure A1.4) 

4.7      Performance Evaluation Parameters 

We have implemented above mentioned policies in the simulator. Once all policies are 

implemented, several experiments were performed. Details about implementation and 

experiments are explained in Chapter 5. Bellow mentioned are the evaluation parameters to 

check the performance of our policies. 

Average Session Completion Rate (ASCR): During each auto scaling round, SCR is 

calculated as a ratio of the number of sessions created and completed. At the end of 

simulation, the average value of the SCR is calculated. Higher value of ASCR indicates 

that the performance of scaling policy is better.  
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Average Session Delay (ASD): During each auto scaling round, ASD is calculated on the 

basis of, total delay of all completed sessions and total number of completed sessions. At 

end of simulation, average value of ASD of whole simulation is calculated. The value of 

ASD should be smaller. 
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Behaviour with respect to different types of workload pattern: In our work, we have 

considered multi-tier applications. The application workload pattern may be normal or 

bursty (random). In normal pattern, workload during day hours is higher compared to night 

hours. In bursty workload pattern, the application workload contains several spikes. The 

performance of our policies should not be influenced by the workload pattern. 

SLA achievement: It represents the percentage of time during which SLA is not violated. 

The higher value of this parameter indicates improvement. 

Active PMs and VMs: This parameter represents the number of PMs or VMs in running 

state during simulation. Our policies should serve workload with less number of PMs and 

VMs. 

Number of Auto Scaling Operations: Represents the number of scaling (up and down) 

operations. The higher number of auto scaling operations is not good for application 

performance. If the auto scaling policy is not working properly, it may initiate more 

(frequent) scale up/down operations. 

CPU Under-Provisioning: It represents the percentage of time for which CPU was 

underutilized during simulation. 

4.8      Summary 

In this chapter, we have discussed about our contribution in the area of auto scaling in the 

cloud computing environment. We have suggested two polices for reactive auto scaling 

and one policy for proactive auto scaling. Algorithms of our policies and their descriptions 

are discussed in earlier sections.  

In the next chapter, we have discussed experiments and results regarding the performance 

of our policies in a simulation environment. A methodology of implementation of our 

policies in the simulator is described. We have considered the performance of multi-tier 

application against two kinds of workloads: Normal workload and Bursty workload. We 

have compared the performance of our auto scaling policies against default policy.  
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Along with the simulation, we have created a small prototype model to validate the 

practical feasibility of our policies. An experiment was also performed to check the effects 

of scaling operations on performance of the application. We have given details about the 

implementation of our proactive policy in the simulator. The experiments and results about 

proactive auto scaling policy are also discussed in next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 5 

Implementation of Auto Scaling Policies 

In the previous chapter, we have described a problem statement and proposed system 

model regarding auto scaling policies. Algorithmic steps regarding our reactive and 

proactive policies were also described. In section 5.1, the implementation of our reactive 

auto scaling policies in the simulator is described. Experimental results of our policies are 

also discussed in section 5.1. To check the feasibility of our approaches, we have created a 

private cloud environment in the laboratory using the Open Nebula cloud platform [74]. In 

private cloud environment, we created a prototype application model and deployed it on a 

VM. The workload of an application was generated using Apache JMeter [78]. We used 

HAProxy [79] to balance the application workload among VM instances. Details of 

prototype model and the results are included in section 5.2. In the section 5.3, we have 

discussed about the implementation of our proactive auto scaling policy and experiments 

related to it. 

5.1     Implementation of Our Reactive Auto Scaling Policies  

In this section, we have given details about implementation methodology of our auto 

scaling policies. We have also discussed experiments and the results of our scaling policies 

in a simulation environment. 

5.1.1 Implementation Methodology of Our Auto Scaling Policies in Simulator 

The CloudSim is widely used event based simulator written in Java language. The basic 

version of CloudSim simulator does not support modelling of web sessions and multi-tier 

applications. In our auto scaling policies, we have considered multi-tier applications. The 

application is made up to the business logic tier and the database tier. Each application tier 

runs in separate VM instance. Depending upon the workload, there may be one or more 

VM instances for each tier.  
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CloudsimEx [80] is an extension of CloudSim simulator and it has the support of the web 

session modelling as well as multi tier application simulation. New features of CloudsimEx 

are: 

 Web session modelling 

 Better logging utilities 

 Utilities for generating CSV files for statistical analysis 

 Automatic id generation 

 Utilities for running multiple experiments in parallel 

 Utilities for modelling network latencies 

 Map-Reduce simulation 

Modifications Done in CloudsimEx Simulator 

In CloudsimEx, the package org.cloudbus.cloudsim.ex.web.workload.brokers contains a 

WebBroker Class. This class maintains overall information about Web Sessions and Load 

Balancers. We have modified a WebBroker class. A new property is created in it to store 

the time value of the last scale up operations.  

We have implemented proposed reactive auto scaling policies in the form of two classes: 

AvgDelayBasedAutoscalingPolicy and SSRAutoscalingPolicy. These classes are 

implemented from IAutoScalingPolicy interface. A scale() method is one of the important 

method, which contains the Java code corresponding to the reactive auto scaling policy 

algorithms specified in the previous chapter. Whenever scale up operation is executed, the 

time of scale up is stored in the web broker class.  

A new class is created for the implementation of HybridLoadBalancer algorithm. This 

class is inherited from BaseWebLoadBalancer class available in 

org.cloudbus.cloudsim.ex.web package. In the HybridLoadBalancer class, a method named 

assignToServers() is overridden. While assigning sessions to servers, current time is 

compared with the value of last scaling time (saved in the web broker class). Based on this 

comparison and the specified interval, this algorithm switches its behaviour between best-

fit and worst-fit. 

We have used Java Script Object Notation (JSON) [83] based representation for the SLA 

specifications. The sample JSON file is shown in Figure 5.2. Each SLA metric has a name 
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and is made up of one or more dimensions. Each dimension has a name, value and unit of 

measurement. For the management of various SLA metrics stored in JSON file, we have 

created two classes. E.g. in Figure 5.2, we can see that RunningAppServers is one of the 

SLA metric defined in JSON file. It has two dimensions. The minvalue indicates the 

minimum number of running applications server VMs. Similarly, the maxvalue indicates 

the value of the maximum allowed number of running application server VMs. The unit for 

this dimension is instance_count. 

The SLAMetricDimension class is created to represent the values of specific SLA metric. 

This class has methods to get the names and values of various SLA metrics. We have 

created another class with name SLAContract. This class provides a way to read the 

contents of JSON file as well as get the values of metrics. These both classes are added in 

package org.cloudbus.cloudsim.ex.sla. 

We have developed JAVA Swing based GUI for setting experiment parameters. The GUI 

screen is shown in Figure 5.1. Experiments regarding our reactive auto scaling policies are 

described in this section. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 JAVA Swing based GUI for Experiments 
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5.1.2 Evaluate the Performance of Proposed Reactive Auto Scaling Policies with 
Normal Workload. 

The aim of this experiment was to evaluate the performance of Default, Session 

Completion Rate (SCR) based and Session Average Delay (ASD) based auto scaling 

policies for normal workload with different auto scaling intervals. 

The Table 5.1 contains various configuration parameters of a simulation scenario. 

Simulation length was one day. Auto scaling policy routine is invoked periodically after 

every auto scaling interval. We have taken three different auto scaling intervals 300s, 600s 

and 900s. 

 

Figure 5.2 Sample JSON [83] based SLA template 
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 Parameter Name Value 

Simulation Length  1 day 

Workload Workload Type 1 (Normal workload) 

Auto scale interval (s)  300, 600 and 900 

Monitoring Interval (s) 0.01 

Refresh period (s)  10 

History Window size 5 

Load Balancers Default [5] and Hybrid 

Auto Scaling Policies 

Default Auto Scaling policy [5] 

Session Completion Rate based (SCR), 
Session Average Delay based (ASD), 

Sla Contract File  SlaContract.json 

PM Configuration  mips 250,iomips 200,Size 10000 MB ram 1024MB 

VM configuration  ram 2048 *4, mips 500, Number of PE 8 

Table 5.1 Reactive Auto Scaling Experiment parameters 

SLA parameters were specified in the JSON file format. PM and VM configurations were 

as per mentioned in Table 5.1. SCR and ASD based auto scaling policies maintain history 

window to store completion rates and average delays for taking auto scaling decisions. In 

our experiment, we have considered the window size of five i.e., history of last five 

readings is stored. Monitoring interval parameter specifies the interval at which resource 

utilization monitoring is done. Refresh period parameter represents an interval at which 

new sessions are polled. In our experiment, it is set to 10 i.e., after every 10 seconds new 

sessions are created.  

The experiment was performed with different combinations of load balancers, auto scaling 

policies and scaling intervals. In this case we have considered normal web workload in 

which approximate total 11,500 web sessions were generated during simulation. Normally, 

the workload of application during day time is more compared to night hours. The graph in 

Figure 5.3 shows the pattern of incoming sessions during the simulation period. The 

horizontal axis represents the simulation time in seconds and the vertical axis shows the 

number of sessions at particular time.  
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Figure 5.3 Sessions during Normal Workload 

We have performed this experiment with combinations of all three auto scaling policies 

and both load balancing mechanisms for the auto scaling interval of 300s, 600s and 900s. 

Table 5.2 shows the results of the experiment. Session completion rate and average session 

delay are considered as evaluation parameters. 

The Session completion rate represents the ratio of the number of sessions, completed over 

a number of sessions created in a specific time interval. During each auto scaling interval, 

completion rate of sessions is calculated. Once the simulation is over, we calculated the 

mean of session completion rates. Higher values of average session completion indicate 

that more numbers of sessions are completed.  

Each web session is made up of several web requests which are internally represented as 

cloudlets or jobs. Delay in processing of cloudlets causes delay for the session. We have 

calculated the total of delay values of all sessions and that is divided with total number of 

sessions. This is termed as Average session delay. The value of Average session delay 

should be smaller.  

From the experiment results shown in Table 5.2, we have found that performance of 

default auto scaling policy is same with both load balancers. As auto scaling period 

increases, the average session completion rate is decreased from 91.93 to 89.66. Average 

session delay is increased as increase auto scaling interval is increased. Its value is 

increased from 0.284s to 0.318s. 
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Scaling 
Interval 

(s) 

Load 
Balancer 

Default Auto Scaling 
Policy [5] 

SCR Auto Scaling Policy 
ASD Auto Scaling 

Policy 

Avg. 
Session 

Delay (s) 

Avg. Session 
Completion 

Rate (%) 

Avg. 
Session 

Delay (s) 

Avg. 
Session 

Completion 
Rate (%) 

Avg. 
Session 

Delay (s) 

Avg. Session 
Completion 

Rate (%) 

300 
Default [5] 0.284 91.93 0.041 93.18 0.131 95.5 

HY 0.284 91.93 0.033 93.25 0.121 95.53 

600 
Default [5] 0.247 91.29 0.223 92.22 0.159 95.27 

HY 0.247 91.29 0.164 92.68 0.146 95.52 

900 
Default [5] 0.318 89.66 0.251 91.5 0.138 95.1 

HY 0.318 89.66 0.239 91.52 0.142 95 

Table 5.2 Results of Experiment in Normal Workload 

The SCR auto scaling policy gives higher average session completion rate (93.18% - 

91.52%) compared to default auto scaling policy (91.93% - 89.66%). This improvement in 

SCR is because of hybrid metrics. i.e. Low level resource metrics as well as high level 

application performance parameters are considered during auto scaling. We have also 

observed that, the SCR policy gives better results with hybrid load balancer compared to 

default load balancer. As the auto scaling interval is increased, average session completion 

rate decreases and the value of average session delay increases. 

ASD has less effect of auto scaling interval on session completion rate and average session 

delay compared to both default and SCR policies. The session completion rate for this 

policy is highest among three for all scaling intervals. We can also observe that for higher 

auto scaling intervals, i.e. 600 and 900s, ASD policy has a smaller average session delay 

compared to SCR and default.  

The outputs of ASD and SCR based policies are better with hybrid load balancer compared 

to default load balancer because, hybrid load balancer has inbuilt mechanism to assign 

more workload to newly created VMs. 
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Figure 5.4 Session Completion Rate (Scaling interval 300s – Normal Workload) 

The graph shown in Figure 5.4 represents the session completion rate of all different 

scaling policies during simulation with scaling interval of 300s. We can observe that, the 

default auto scaling policy has a lower session completion rate compared to SCR and ASD 

policies. The performance of SCR policy is slightly lower than ASD policy because ASD 

policy takes scaling decisions based on average session delay. 

 

Figure 5.5 Session Completion Rate (Scaling interval 600s – Normal Workload) 

The graph shown in Figure 5.5 represents the session completion rate of scaling policies 

during simulation with auto scaling interval 600s. From Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, we can 

observe that, as the scaling interval is increased from 300s to 600s, SCR and Default auto 

scaling policies have more impact compared to ASD policy. Our both policies perform 

better than default scaling policy. From above graphs we can clearly notice that, when 
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scaling interval is smaller (300s), there are more fluctuations than larger scaling interval 

(600s). This is due to the frequent scaling operations. 

Graphs shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 represent session delay values during the 

simulation period for scaling intervals of 300s and 600s respectively. In these graphs, the 

horizontal axis represents simulation time and the vertical axis represents session delay in 

seconds. For SCR policy, session delay values are smaller than ASD and default scaling 

policies. ASD based auto scaling policy performs better than default policy. We have also 

observed that, the ASD based policy has less effect of auto scaling interval compared to 

SCR and default policies. 

 

Figure 5.6 Session Delay (Scaling interval 300s – Normal Workload) 

 

Figure 5.7 Session Delay (Scaling Interval 600s – Normal Workload) 
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Graphs shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 represent the number of active VMs during the 

simulation period. These graphs describe the various scaling operations performed by 

scaling policies. Horizontal axis in graphs shows the simulation time in seconds and 

vertical axis shows number of active VMs over simulation period.  

 

Figure 5.8 Active VMs (Scaling interval 300s – Normal Workload) 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Active VMs (Scaling interval 900s – Normal Workload) 

We can clearly observe that, when scaling interval is smaller, more number of scaling 

operations are performed compared to larger scaling interval. Default auto scaling policy is 

based on the resource utilization which causes frequent scaling operations. Whereas, SCR 

and ASD based policies, consider both: resource usage and application performance 

parameter. Our policies reduce the frequency of scaling operations.  
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From the results (Table 5.2) of experiment with normal workload, we can clearly observe 

that, 

- SCR based scaling policy gives minimum average delay when scaling interval 

is small (300s). 

- The ASD based policy gives the highest session completion rate among all 

policies with all types of scaling intervals. Performance of ASD policy has less 

effect of changes in scaling interval. For medium and large scaling intervals 

(600s and 900s), ASD, gives better output compared to SCR in terms of session 

average delay. 

- SCR and ASD based policies perform better with Hybrid load balancer 

compared to default load balancer. 

- Overall performances of SCR and ASD based policies are better than default 

policy. 

5.1.3 Evaluate the Performance of Proposed Reactive Auto Scaling Policies with 

Bursty Workload. 

The aim of this experiment was to evaluate the performance of Default, Session 

Completion Rate (SCR) based and Session Average Delay (ASD) based auto scaling 

policies for bursty workload with different auto scaling intervals and load balancers. 

Bursty workload has randomness in nature. Over the period of time, there were many 

spikes in workload which shows irregularity of workload. There were total 26,500 sessions 

generated during simulation. The Table 5.1 contains various configuration parameters for 

this simulation scenario. Simulation length was one day. Auto scaling policy routine is 

invoked periodically after every auto scaling interval. We have considered three different 

auto scaling intervals 300s, 600s and 900s in our experiment. The graph in Figure 5.10 

shows the number of sessions during the simulation period. The horizontal axis represents 

the simulation time in seconds and the vertical axis shows the number of sessions on 

particular time. From the graph, we can notice that, over the simulation period there were 

many spikes (randomness) in workload. 
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Figure 5.10 Sessions during bursty workload 

The Results of this experiment are tabulated in Table 5.3. The performance of default 

policy is better with Hybrid load balancer compared to the default load balancer.  As the 

value of auto scaling interval increases, average session completion rate decreases and 

average session delay increases. 

Scaling 
Interval 

(s) 

Load 
Balancer 

Default Auto Scaling 
Policy [5] 

SCR Auto Scaling 
Policy 

ASD Auto Scaling 
Policy 

Avg. 
Session 
Delay (s) 

Avg. 
Session 

Completion 
Rate (%) 

Avg. 
Session 
Delay (s) 

Avg. 
Session 

Completion 
Rate (%) 

Avg. 
Session 
Delay (s) 

Avg. 
Session 

Completion 
Rate (%) 

300 
Default 0.446 90.12 0.639 88.73 0.336 94.45 

HY 0.567 89.81 0.237 90.64 0.379 94.19 

600 
Default 1.955 83.76 1.38 86.83 0.747 88.7 

HY 2.161 84.29 1.049 87.83 0.513 89.66 

900 
Default 3.102 82.49 4.18 83.59 1.021 82.28 

HY 2.258 83.06 1.836 85.81 0.956 83.42 

Table 5.3 Result of Experiment in Bursty Workload 

The SCR based policy has less effect of scaling interval on average session completion rate 

and average delay. Performance of SCR based policy is better with Hybrid load balancer 

compared to default load balancer. ASD based policy gives better results in terms of 
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average delay compared to default and SCR policies. The session completion rate of ASD 

policy is higher than other two policies.  

Graphs shown in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 represent the session completion rate during 

simulation. From the Figure 5.11, we can see that when scaling interval is 300s, SCR and 

Default policies have more effect of workload changes compared to ASD. The SCR based 

policy takes little higher time to reach to specific completion rate, however, afterwards it 

gives better result than Default policy. 

 

Figure 5.11 Session Completion Rate (Scaling interval 300s Bursty Workload) 

 

 

Figure 5.12 Session Completion Rate (Scaling interval 600s, Bursty Workload) 
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Figure 5.13 Session Delay (Scaling interval 300s Bursty Workload) 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Session Delay (Scaling interval 600s Bursty Workload) 

Graphs shown in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 represent the session delay values over the 

simulation when scaling intervals are 300s and 600s with Hybrid load balancer. When 

scaling interval is 300s, SCR policy shows more delay in the beginning of the simulation, 

but once scaling operations are performed it gives good value of session delay. If we 

observe both graphs, we can see that the maximum delay value of the ASD based policy is 

less than other policies. 
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Figure 5.15 Active VMs (Scaling interval 300s Bursty Workload) 

 

 

Figure 5.16 Active VMs (Scaling interval 600s Bursty Workload) 

Graphs in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 represent the VM scaling activities during 

simulation for all scaling policies. The frequency of scaling operation is more when scaling 

interval is small (300s).  

5.2     Prototype Model and Experiments 

We have integrated and tested our scaling polices in the simulator. To check practical 

feasibility of our scaling polices in real environment, we have created a small private cloud 

in our laboratory using Open Nebula. Apache JMeter is used for load generation. HAProxy 

distributes workload among various VMs. Scaling operations were performed to check the 
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effect on application performance. The overall setup for prototype model is shown in 

Figure 5.17. 

 

 

Figure 5.17 System Prototype Model 

 

5.2.1 Experiment with Prototype Model 

The aim of this experiment was to check the effect of scaling operations in real time 

environment using prototype model. In a lab environment, a test bed was created using 

Open Nebula 5.4.2 based private cloud framework. To create a cloud we have used two 

physical machines (Hosts) with configuration Intel Core i5 64 bits 3.4 GHz CPU and 4GB 

RAM. Cent OS 7 is used as host operating system with Open Nebula configuration. We 

have used KVM/QEMU as hypervisor. All Virtual machines have the same configuration 

of 1 VCPU, 256 MB RAM, Cent OS 7 and apache web server.  

Apache JMeter [78] is widely used load generating tool for web applications. We have 

used it to generate dummy workload (web requests) to our VMs. HA Proxy (High 

Availability Proxy) [79] is widely used load balancer for web based applications. We have 

used HA Proxy based load balancer for distributing web requests among all VMs.   
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Open Nebula provides XML RPC based API (Java Open Nebula Cloud API – OCA) to get 

details about hosts and VMs. This JAVA based API also allows our application to send 

various commands to the private cloud. Using this we have created an auto scaling engine 

which considers the VM resource utilization from cloud and perform scaling operations. 

We used Apache JMeter [78] to generate dummy load to our application. The workload 

was generated by 100 threads with ramp up time of 10 seconds. Ramp up time indicates 

the time required to make all threads running. During the experiment, around 2,15,000 

requests were generated. We started with only one VM instance. Later, during the 

experiment VM instances were increased and decreased. The graph shown in Figure 5.18 

represents the response time of requests during the experiment. Here X axis shows the 

experiment time and the Y axis shows the response time in milliseconds.  

We have observed that, when only one VM instance was running, the response time was 

higher. Later, when the scale up operation was performed, response time was reduced. 

After second scale up operations, total VM instances were three and response time 

becomes very low. After some time, scale down operation was performed. After scaling 

down, the number of active VMs becomes two and response time was increased. 

 

Figure 5.18 Effect of Scaling on Application Response Time 
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5.3     Experiments and Results of ARIMA based Proactive Auto Scaling 

5.3.1 Methodology for Scaling Policy Implementation 

We have used R [86] for the purpose of time series analysis. The R is widely used open 

source environment for doing complex statistical computing and analysis [86]. For 

modelling our scenarios DCSIM [9] simulator was used. DCSIM is an event driven 

simulator for the cloud environment. We have performed two experiments. Various 

performance parameters are: 

1. SLA Achievement: It represents the percentage of time during which SLA is 

not violated. The higher value of this parameter indicates improvement. 

2. Active Hosts and VMs: This parameter represents the number of Hosts or VMs 

in running state during simulation.  

3. Number of Auto Scaling operations: Represents the number of scaling (up and 

down) operations. More number of auto scaling operations is not good for 

application performance. If the auto scaling policy is not working properly, it 

may initiate more (frequent) scale up/down operations [65]. 

4. CPU under provisioning: It represents the percentage of time for which CPU 

was underutilized during simulation. 

5.3.2 ARIMA Model based Experiment -1  

This experiment was performed using our ARIMA based proactive scaling policy. The 

Table 5.4 shows various configuration parameters of the experiment. In this experiment we 

have considered five applications. The History window size was sixteen and the simulation 

length was four days.  

If the application response time value is higher than the value of SLA warning threshold, 

SLA violation is identified and scale up operations are performed. If application response 

time remains between warning threshold and safe threshold, no scaling is required. If the 

value of application response time goes bellow safe threshold, scale down operation can be 

initiated. 
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PM (Host) Configuration 2 quad core, 2.5 GHz CPU, Memory 16 GB  

CPU-upper-threshold: 75% 

CPU-lower-threshold: 60% 

CPU-target-threshold: 70% 

VM Configuration: 1 Virtual core, RAM 1GB 

No. of applications 5  

SLA warning threshold 0.3 seconds 

Sla safe threshold 0.2 seconds 

Prediction Model Used ARIMA 

History Considered 16 

Workload Trace  Claranet 

Simulation Time 4 Days 

Table 5.4 ARIMA Model Experiment-1 Scenario 

Based on the simulation, received results are as per shown in Table 5.5. From the results, 

we have observed that, if ARIMA based forecasting is used, SLA achievement is 

improved. We have also noticed that host utilization is increased. Prediction based auto 

scaling (ARIMA) reduces total count of auto scaling operations. 

 

 

SLA 
Achievements 

Number of Active 
PMs and their 

details 

Number of 
Active VMs 

Auto 
Scaling 

Operations 

CPU 
Under 

Utilization 

Without 
Forecasting  

88.417% 

Max: 11.0 
Mean: 5.095 
Min:1.0 
CPU-util: 52.215% 
MEM-util: 55.445% 

Max:100 
Mean:37.98 
Min: 7 

Up:341 
Down:260 
Fail: 0 

4.457% 

With 
Forecasting  

89.117% 

Max: 11.0 
Mean: 5.024 
Min:1.0 
CPU-util: 53.157% 
MEM-util: 54.826% 

Max: 97 
Mean:36.85 
Min: 7 

Up:312 
Down:233 
Failed: 0 

2.494% 

Table 5.5 ARIMA Experiment-1 Results 

The graph shown in Figure 5.19 represents the values of workload during simulation. We 

have observed that, ARIMA model based predicted workload values are near to actual 

workload values. The graph shown in Figure 5.20 represents the values of application 
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response time. We have observed that, values of application response time are lower in 

case of ARIMA based workload prediction (compared to without prediction). The value of 

application response time, in case of workload forecasting is less because, auto scaling 

policy gets details about future workload and accordingly scaling decisions are taken. The 

graph included in Figure 5.21 represents the number of active VMs during simulation. 

From this graph, we have found that, workload prediction based approach reduces the 

number of scaling operations. Due to this, the performance of this approach is better than 

the approach without predictions (Table 5.5).  

SLA achievement of ARIMA based proposed approach is 89.11% compared to the auto 

scaling without forecasting based approach (88.41%).  This improvement is possible 

because, depending on forecasted workload, the scaling operations are done in advance 

(Proactive auto scaling). Similarly, the proposed ARIMA based approach has less number 

of scale up/down operations (total 545) compared to default approach (581). The 

forecasting provides us the future workload estimation. This reduces the number of scaling 

operations and reduces the oscillation effect. 

 

 

Figure 5.19 Application Workload (Experiment 1) 
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Figure 5.20 Application Response Time (Experiment 1) 

 

 

Figure 5.21 Active VMs (Experiment 1) 

 

5.3.3 ARIMA Model based Experiment 2 

The Table 5.6 lists various configuration parameters of the second experiment. In this 

experiment, we have considered eleven applications. The history window size was sixteen 

and the simulation length was ten hours. 
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Host Configuration 2 quad core, 2.5 GHz CPU, Memory 16 GB  

CPU-upper-threshold: 75% 

CPU-lower-threshold: 60% 

CPU-target-threshold: 70% 

VM Configuration: 1 Virtual core, RAM 1GB 

No. of applications 11 

SLA warning 
threshold 

0.3 seconds 

Sla safe threshold 0.2 seconds 

Prediction Model 
Used 

ARIMA 

History Considered 16 

Workload Trace  Claranet 

Simulation Time 10 Hours. 

 

Table 5.6 ARIMA Model Experiment-2 Scenario 

 

 

SLA 
Achievements 

Active Hosts and 
other details 

Number of 
Active VMs 

Auto 
Scaling 

Operations 

CPU 
Under 

Utilization 

Without 
Forecasting  

67.67% 

Max: 31.0 
Mean: 20.77 
Min: 3.0 
CPU-util 74.31% 
MEM-util:74.39% 

Max: 358 
Mean: 246.6 
Min:  21 

Up: 305 
Down:24 
Fail: 0 

15.52 

With 
Forecasting  

70.265% 

Max: 31.0 
Mean: 20.88 
Min: 3.0 
CPU-util: 74.72% 
MEM-util: 73.24% 

Max: 356 
Mean:244.11 
Min: 21 

Up:300 
Down:20 
Fail: 0 

13.86 

 

Table 5.7 ARIMA Experiment-2 Results 

SLA achievement of ARIMA based proposed approach is 70.256% compared to the auto 

scaling without forecasting based approach (67.67%).  This improvement is possible 

because, depending on forecasted workload, the scaling operations are done in advance 

(Proactive auto scaling). Similarly, the proposed ARIMA based approach has less number 
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operations (total 320) compared to default approach (329). 

the future workload estimation. This reduces 

operations and reduces the oscillation effect. 

Figure 5.22 Application Workload (Experiment 2) 

 

Figure 5.23 Application Response Time (Experiment 2)
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From the results of experiment 2

forecast approach gives better results

mechanism. The graphs shown in Figure 5.22,

values of workload, response time and active VMs during the period of simulation.

From the experiments and results discussed in this chapter, we

- Our reactive auto scaling policies are based on hybrid metrics. These policies 

give better results compared to 

- Our reactive policies perform checks regarding improvements in performance. 

During each scaling round, the system perf

performance of previous round. If improvement is found, scaling operations are 

skipped.  This helps to reduce unnecessary scaling operations.

- Hybrid load balancer is a combination of best

auto scaling policies perform better with hybrid load balancer.

- The performance of ARIMA based proactive auto scaling approach is better 

than normal scaling.

- Use of workload forecasting helps us to find future application requirements 

and that will reduce scali

- The prototype model was created using Open Nebula based private cloud. 

Experiment in real environment shows that, if scaling operations are done in a 

timely manner, application performance improves.
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Figure 5.24 Numbers of Active VMs (Experiment 2) 

From the results of experiment 2 (Table 5.7), we have observed that,

approach gives better results compared to the approach without forecast 

The graphs shown in Figure 5.22, Figure 5.23 and Figure 

response time and active VMs during the period of simulation.

From the experiments and results discussed in this chapter, we can conclude that,

Our reactive auto scaling policies are based on hybrid metrics. These policies 

give better results compared to the default scaling policy 

Our reactive policies perform checks regarding improvements in performance. 

During each scaling round, the system performance is compared with the 

performance of previous round. If improvement is found, scaling operations are 

skipped.  This helps to reduce unnecessary scaling operations.

Hybrid load balancer is a combination of best-fit and worst

scaling policies perform better with hybrid load balancer.

The performance of ARIMA based proactive auto scaling approach is better 

than normal scaling. 

Use of workload forecasting helps us to find future application requirements 

and that will reduce scaling operations. 

The prototype model was created using Open Nebula based private cloud. 

Experiment in real environment shows that, if scaling operations are done in a 

timely manner, application performance improves. 
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Our reactive auto scaling policies are based on hybrid metrics. These policies 

 

Our reactive policies perform checks regarding improvements in performance. 

ormance is compared with the 

performance of previous round. If improvement is found, scaling operations are 

skipped.  This helps to reduce unnecessary scaling operations. 

fit and worst-fit approaches. All 

scaling policies perform better with hybrid load balancer. 

The performance of ARIMA based proactive auto scaling approach is better 

Use of workload forecasting helps us to find future application requirements 

The prototype model was created using Open Nebula based private cloud. 

Experiment in real environment shows that, if scaling operations are done in a 
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5.4     Summary 

In this chapter, we have discussed about the implementation of our scaling policies in the 

simulator. Once our policies are integrated, we have performed several experiments. The 

results of our experiments are described. We have observed that, our reactive auto scaling 

policies give better results than the default reactive policy. Similarly, our ARIMA based 

proactive scaling policy outperforms default scaling policy. 

In the next chapter, we have described about the concept of VM consolidation. (VMC). 

Details about the steps involved in consolidation process are explained in detail. We have 

also included basic concepts, advantages and types of VM migration. We have also 

performed one experiment to check the effect of VM migration on the performance of 

applications running on it. We have observed that during migration, application 

performance is degraded. We have described VM migration approach which reduces the 

number of VM migrations. We have used MMT (Minimum Migration Time) [1] criteria 

for the selection VM. Our VMC also takes care that same VM is not selected frequently. 

We have also included experiments and results using our VMC approach. 
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CHAPTER 6 

VM Consolidation in Cloud Environment 

Virtual Machine consolidation (VMC) is an approach for efficient resource management of 

cloud infrastructure. The survey about various approaches of VMC is discussed in chapter 

3. In this chapter, we have given a brief idea of VMC in section 6.1. There are three main 

steps involved in the VMC process: Selection of the source physical machine (PM), 

Selection of the virtual machine (VM) to be migrated and Selection of the destination PM. 

During VMC, several VM migration operations are performed among PMs. The section 

6.2 contains a brief introduction of VM migration process, discussion about approaches 

(types) of VM migration, internal steps of VM migration, etc. We have proposed a 

migration count threshold based VMC technique. Details of our technique are included in 

section 6.3. In section 6.4, we have presented experiments regarding VM live migration 

and our proposed VMC policy. An experiment to check the effect of VM migration on the 

performance of the application is conducted. We have also included discussion about 

simulation based results of our VMC approach. 

6.1 Introduction to VM consolidation 

Virtual Machine Consolidation (VMC) is a technique for energy-efficient and dynamic 

resource management in cloud. Sometimes, the running VMs may be scattered (Figure 3.7) 

on several PMs [35]. Due to this kind of distribution of VMs, some PMs might be under-

loaded and other PMs might be over-loaded. 

VMC moves (migrates) VMs from lower utilized PMs to higher utilized PMs i.e. 

consolidates VMs in less number of PMs. By doing this, either state of extra PMs can be 

changed to power saving mode or these PMs can be used to serve other customers. Another 

task during VMC phase is, to shift some VMs from over utilized PMs. The shifting of VMs 

from over utilized PM will reduce the load of PM.  
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The Server consolidation is a periodic process of the data centre. The VMC process 

involves mainly three steps: 

1. Selection of source PMs from which we can migrate VMs 

2. Selection of  VMs to be migrated from source PMs 

3. Selection of destination PMs on which selected VMs will be migrated. 

One of the important issues in VMC is, to maintain a balance between resource utilization 

and QOS (quality of service) [35]. 

6.2 Basics of VM Migration 

VM migration is an operation in which, a VM is relocated from one PM to another PM. 

The relocation of VM may be live or offline (i.e. VM is stopped during migration). 

6.2.1 Applications 

The major applications or advantages of VM migration are: 

Load Balancing 

In the cloud data centre, there are large numbers of PMs and VMs. The VMs are 

dynamically created, started, stopped and destroyed as per the user requirements. During 

runtime, it may happen that some PMs are heavily loaded (more numbers of VMs are 

deployed on them). There may be several PMs with very few VMs running on them (under 

loaded). We can use the concept of VM migration to relocate VMs from heavily loaded 

PMs to lightly loaded PMs.  

Fault Recovery 

In a cloud environment, resources are provided in the form of services. Cloud users 

subscribe for their desired services. Cloud users are billed according to the type of 

subscribed services and the duration of service usage. In the cloud environment, VMs play 

the fundamental role in service provisioning. If any hardware (PM) failure occurs in the 

data centre, VMs running on that hardware (PM) are interrupted. In this situation, VMs 

running on failed PM can be migrated to another PM and hence it helps us to recover from 

faults. 
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VM Consolidation 

The idea behind VMC (VM consolidation) is to make efficient use of cloud resources and 

to improve overall resource utilization in the data centre. The basic idea behind VMC is to 

free lightly loaded PMs and change their state to power saver mode. The concept of VM 

migration is used to relocate/move VMs from lightly loaded PMs.  

Easy System Maintenance/Upgrade 

In some cases, it is required to perform maintenance or up-gradation of physical hardware 

resources in the data centre. During maintenance or system upgrade, PMs need to be 

powered off. In this situation, we can use the concept of VM (Virtual Machine) migration 

to relocate running VMs to another PMs. By this way, the maintenance or up-gradation 

activity can be performed easily.  

6.2.2 VM Migration Process 

A VM is a complete machine running on a hypervisor (section 2.1). It has its own virtual 

resources and operating system. There may be several user applications running on the 

VM. The migration of VM involves several steps on source and destination PMs. These 

steps are: 

- Stop or pause the execution of VM on source PM 

- Take a snapshot of VM’s memory. 

- Save the status of VM’s hardware like I/O devices (storage), NIC etc. 

- Save the status of VM’s CPU e.g. details about registers of the CPU 

- Select the destination PM for VM 

- Reserve resources on destination PM 

- Copy the saved state information on destination PM (using portable disk or 

network) 

- Resume the VM on destination PM 

- Free the resources hold by VM on source PM 

The migration of VM can be done mainly by two methods. These VM migration methods 

are described below. 
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Save and Restore Migration 

In this kind of approach, a VM is stopped/suspended before migration [84] [85]. During 

the save phase, various checkpoint files are created to store the current state of a VM. All 

the resources hold by a VM on the source PM are released. These resources are given back 

to the hypervisor of source PM.  

During a restore operation, saved state files are transferred to the destination PM. This 

transfer can be done via either network copy or disk copy. Once the VM state files are 

transferred to the destination PM, a VM is started on destination PM, and all the services 

running on that VM are resumed. The main issue with this kind of VM migration is that, it 

has higher down time [84] [85].  

Live Migration 

The main issue of save and restore kind of VM migration is that, it has higher downtime. 

In a real time environment, higher values of VM downtime are not acceptable because 

during downtime, SLA (Service Level Agreement) parameters may be violated. The live 

VM migration [84] [85] has very low (negligible) downtime. This downtime may not be 

noticed by service users. 

 If we want to use the concept of live VM migration, the VM image and configuration files 

should be either available in both source and destination PMs or shared between source 

and destination PMs. Maintaining two separate copies of VM image and configuration files 

on the source and destination PM is not a practical approach. So, generally, a shared 

storage in form of NFS or SAN is used. The process of live migration is very complex 

because, the state of running VM is continuously changing during the migration [84] [85]. 

To manage it, the iterative copy concept is used. Internal steps involved in live migration 

are: 

- First, the destination PM is checked to ensure that it has enough available resources 

for the incoming VM. If destination PM has enough free resources, some resources 

will be reserved for incoming VM 

- An initial copy of the VM memory is passed to the destination PM. 

- In next iterations, only the memory pages that are changed during memory copy 

operation of previous iteration are sent to the destination PM 
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- After several iterations, there will be very few memory pages which are changed. 

When the numbers of changed pages are very low, VM is paused and final state is 

sent to destination PM. 

- At last, the control of the VM is transferred to the new PM and VM starts running 

in destination PM. 

During live migration, the VM will be down for a very small amount of time. VM 

migration done through above mentioned steps is called pre-copy live migration [84][85] . 

In pre-copy based live migration, VM state is completely transferred to destination PM and 

after that VM is started on destination PM. Another approach for live migration is post-

copy based [84] [85]. In post-copy based migration, only required state information is 

transferred to destination PM and VM is started on destination PM. Later on, as per the 

demand, remaining state information is copied to destination PM.  

The pre-copy based live migration approach takes longer migration time compared to the 

post-copy based approach. The problem of post-copy based live migration is that, once the 

VM is resumed on destination PM, if required memory pages  are not available than those 

pages are to be copied from source PM. 

6.3 Migration Count Threshold based VM Consolidation 

Server consolidation is a periodic process in which, workloads of physical servers are 

adjusted. The workload from under and over utilized servers (PMs) is transferred to other 

servers and freed servers are powered off. This process involves migration of selected 

VMs. We have used MMT (minimum migration time) [1] based VM selection criteria.  

If a VM to be migrated is selected by MMT [1] criteria, there is a chance that same VM is 

selected for migration during various consolidation rounds. The frequent selection of same 

VM for migration will affect the application running on that VM. To avoid this, we have 

implemented a threshold based migration count limit. Algorithmic steps of our 

consolidation policy are shown in Algorithm 8. 

This algorithm performs server consolidation of the data centre. Inputs to this algorithm are 

lists of currently running VMs and PMs (Hosts). Lines 1 and 2 of algorithm find the list of 

hosts which are overloaded based on static threshold values. Selected VMs from 

overloaded hosts will be migrated to other hosts. This will free some resources on 
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overloaded host depending on the resources occupied by the VM. Lines 3 to 17 are 

repeated for each overloaded host.  

Line 4 selects one VM v from overloaded host h using MMT criteria. MMT is Minimum 

Migration Time [1]. Out of all running VMs on host h, one VM v having minimal 

migration time is selected. Line 5 is used to check that one VM should not be migrated 

more than specified threshold. More and frequent migration for same VM affects the 

performance of applications running on that VM. The maximum numbers of allowed 

migrations for VM are specified as migration threshold. Each time the VM is migrated, its 

migration count is incremented. If selected VM v’s migration count is less than the 

threshold, it is added to MigrationMap otherwise another VM is selected. Line 8 checks 

that after migrating v from h, will h be still overloaded? If yes, another VM based on MMT 

criteria is selected, otherwise next host is checked (lines 8 to 15). Once all overloaded 

hosts are scanned, line 18 migrates all VMs in migration-map to suitable hosts. Line 19 

finds the list of all under loaded hosts. For each under loaded PM, VMs having migration 

count less than migration threshold are added to migration-map (lines 20-27). VMs from 

migration map are migrated and hosts with zero running VMs can be powered off. This 

will optimize the overall performance of data centre with less effect of migrations on VMs. 

6.4 VM Consolidation Experiments and Results 

In this section, we have discussed two experiments. First experiment illustrates the effect 

of VM live migration on the application running on it in real time environment. Second 

experiment is performed using a proposed migration threshold based approach in a 

simulation environment. The second experiment is performed to verify that our proposed 

VMC policy reduces the number of VM migrations and reduces SLA violations. 

6.4.1 Experiment 1 – Effect of VM Live Migration on the Performance of    

            Applications Running on it. 

This experiment was performed to analyze the effect of VM migration on the applications 

running on it. In this experiment, the performance of apache web server is analyzed in, 

normal VM condition and during VM migration condition. In our experiment we have used 

live migration of VM. For the VM live migration it is necessary to have a network based 

storage device like SAN (Storage Area Network) which can be accessed by both source 
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and destination hosts. The network based shared storage is used to store images of VM. 

Other options for SAN are NFS, iSCSI, etc. During our experiment, the SAN was not 

available so we used an NFS (Network File Server) as a storage mechanism. 

 

Both source and destination hosts must be on the same subnet so that during and after 

migration VM can hold the same IP address. Source and destination machines must have 

same processor architecture and hypervisor. In this experiment, three machines were used. 

Their hardware and software details are shown in Figure 6.1. In this experiment, we have 

considered two cases. 
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Case 1: Performance of Apache web server running in a VM in (Normal condition -within 

source host).  

Case 2: Performance of Apache web server running in a VM (During VM migration 

process) 

In both cases, we used apache benchmarking (ab) tool to send 15000 http web requests to a 

static page hosted in Apache web server which runs under VM with IP address - 

192.168.21.185.  The command to send multiple concurrent requests to the web server is 

given below.  

ab –n 15000 –c 25 –g “benchmark.txt” http:// 192.168.21.185/test.html 

In this command, -n indicates the total number of requests, -c indicates the request 

concurrency and -g indicates the name of the log file. The last parameter is the URL of the 

page to be requested. The log file stores the information about the details of HTTP requests 

and responses. This log file was given to the gnuplot tool for generating graphs (Figures 

6.2 and 6.3). 

 

 

Figure 6.1 VM Live Migration Experiment Setup 
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The ab (Apache Benchmark) tool gives us data about requests and time to complete each 

request (ms). Based on data received by tool, we plotted two graphs using gnuplot as 

shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. Graph in Figure 6.2 shows that during normal VM 

execution (case 1), the time required to serve each request (response time) is between 0-25 

ms.   

The graph in Figure 6.3 shows three different phases (case 2): Performance of Apache web 

server before VM migration, during VM migration and after completion of VM migration. 

We can notice that before and after the migration, performance is same as case 1 however, 

during migration, we can notice more delay in response time (up to 250 ms per request). 

Here one important thing to be observed is that live migration causes little more delay in 

response, but it is transparent to the user and application. During migration, VM becomes 

busy in the transfer of its state information to destination host. Similarly, during migration, 

large amount of network related resources are occupied in VM state transfer process. Due 

to this, the response time of apache web server is increased. 

 

Figure 6.2 Performance of Apache Web server in Case 1 

 

Figure 6.3 Performance of Apache Web server in Case 2 
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6.4.2 Experiment 2- Evaluate the Effects of Migration Count Threshold on VMC 

This experiment was performed to check the effect of migration threshold on server 

consolidation. From the results of experiment discussed in 6.4.1, we can clearly see that 

during VM migration, performance of applications running on VM is degraded. VMC is a 

periodic process which mainly involves many VM migration operations. The frequent 

selection of same VM for migration will degrade performance of applications running on 

that VM. To avoid this we have suggested migration threshold based consolidation policy.  

This experiment was performed using Cloudsim to check the effect of migration threshold 

on server consolidation. We have done experiments by MMT [1] criteria for VM selection 

with and without consideration of individual migration count.  

We have changed the code of the Vm class available in org.cloudbus.cloudsim package. A 

counter variable is added into it. Whenever, the VM is migrated, this variable is 

incremented. We have also added a method in this class with name, getMigrationCount(). 

This method is useful to get the value of total number of migrations done for a particular 

VM. We have modified the Datacentre class available in org.cloudbus.cloudsim to include 

the mechanism of VM migration count. The processVmMigrate() method is modified so 

that, each time a VM is migrated, it migration count value is  incremented. 

We have modified PowerVmAllocationPolicyMigrationAbstract class available in  package 

org.cloudbus.cloudsim.power. Our proposed VMC policy is implemented by modifying 

following two methods: 

getMigrationMapFromUnderUtilizedHosts() &  

getMigrationMapFromOverUtilizedHosts() 

We have considered four parameters in this experiment: energy consumption of data 

centre, SLA performance degradation of VMs, Number of VM migrations and SLA time 

per active host. Experiment parameters are listed in Table 6.1.  
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Parameter Name Value 

VM allocation Policy Best Fit is decreasing [1] 

VM selection Policy Minimum migration time [1] 

Overload threshold th 0.8 (80%) 

Max migration per VM mig_th 0-10 

Workload Planetlab 

Host Configuration MIPS (1860,2660), PES=2 RAM 4096 MB 

VM Configuration MIPS (500, 1000, 1200, 1500) PES=1, RAM 1024 MB 

Number of Hosts and VMs (20,50), (50,100), (100,2000) and (200,4000) 

Table 6.1 VMC Experiment Parameters 

SLA time per Active Host- It shows the amount of time active host runs with loads more 

than specified threshold. The Higher value of this parameter indicates that the host remains 

stressed for a longer time, which affects the performance of VMs running on that host. The 

value of this parameter should be low. 

SLA performance degradation- This parameter shows the effect of migration on the SLA 

of running application. It is assumed that during the migration performance is degraded by 

10%. Frequent migration causes more degradation. The lower value of this parameter is 

better. 

The number of VM migrations- It indicates the total number of VM migrations performed 

during the simulation. From the result of the previous experiment, we can clearly say that 

VM migration has a major effect on performance. Proper selection of VM for migration 

gives better results.  

Energy Consumption of data centre- It is affected by the number of active hosts, 

networking components and the cooling mechanism. The periodic consolidation process 

helps us to power-off unnecessary computing devices.  

Results of simulation are listed in Table 6.2. Here we can see that, our policy has less value 

of SLA time per active host compared to the default policy. Again, we can observe that 
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overall SLA violations are less in our policy for different combinations of physical and 

virtual machines. The total number of VM migrations is less in case of our policy. If we 

see the energy consumption values, our VMC policy has slightly higher consumption 

compared to default VMC policy. However, the performance of our policy in terms of 

other parameters is better than default VM policy (Table 6.2). SLA violation is less in 

proposed policy because; the numbers of VM migrations are controlled by the migration 

count threshold. Similarly, overall total numbers of VM migrations are also reduced. 

 

Physical and 

Virtual 

Machines 

SLA time per 

Active Host (%) 

Overall SLA 

Violation (%) 

Energy 

Consumption 

(KwH) 

Number of VM 

migrations 

 
Our 

Policy 
Default 

Our 

Policy 
Default 

Our 

Policy 
Default 

Our 

Policy 
Default 

20,50 1.78 4.59 0.02 0.04 1.73 0.79 98 102 

40,100 1.96 4.48 0.02 0.03 3.19 1.47 198 199 

100,200 1.16 5.50 0.03 0.03 6.28 3.04 422 462 

150,400 2.65 6.59 0.04 0.06 12.67 7.01 869 1432 

Table 6.2 VMC Experiment Results 

From the experiments discussed in this section we can conclude that, 

- VM migration affects the application performance running on it. 

- The frequent selection of same VM for migration during the consolidation phase, 

affects the performance of applications running on that VM. If we keep restriction 

on the maximum number of allowed migrations for individual VM, performance is 

improved. However, due to this, the number of hosts shut down operations are 

reduced and power consumption is increased. 

6.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we have given a brief introduction to Virtual Machine Consolidation 

(VMC) process. We have enlisted the advantages of VM migration along with its 

applications. We have used VM migration concept for our VMC approach. VM migration 

can be done either save and restore based or live. The save and restore based migration is 

not suitable because, it involves higher VM down time compared to live migration. 
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Live VM migration can be pre-copy based or post-copy based. We have conducted a small 

experiment to check the effect of VM migration on application. In our experiment, we have 

used pre-copy based live VM migration. We have noticed that during migration, 

application performance is degraded. 

We have suggested a VMC approach which tries to avoid frequent migration of same VM. 

During VMC phase, VMs are selected based on Minimum Migration Time (MMT) criteria 

[1]. Along with that, a check is made so that the VM should not be migrated more than the 

specified threshold. The simulation results of our VMC policy, shows that the total number 

of VM migrations and SLA violations are less compared to default MMT based policy. 

The next chapter contains conclusion and future work. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusion and Future Enhancements 

7.1     Conclusion of the Thesis 

Cloud computing is an Internet based environment in which, all kinds of computing 

resources are provided to cloud users in the form of services. Some examples of services 

are IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, etc. The proper management of resources is useful to both CSP and 

cloud users. Cloud users are billed according to the type of service they have used and the 

service usage duration. The assurance of QOS (Quality of Service) is an important 

challenge in a cloud environment. The SLA (Service Level Agreement) represents a 

contract between CSP and cloud users regarding QOS. Violation of SLA requirement may 

cause a penalty to CSPs. 

The resource over-provisioning increases the cloud user’s bill amount. Similarly, resource 

under-provisioning degrades the performance of an application during peak workload. The 

automatic and dynamic provisioning of resources will help cloud user’s applications to 

cope up against fluctuating workload. The auto scaling feature enables cloud users to 

dynamically increase or decrease cloud application resources. In this work, we have 

suggested two reactive auto scaling policies and one proactive auto scaling policy.  

We have suggested two reactive auto scaling policies: Session Completion Rate (SCR) 

based and Session Average Delay (ASD) based. These policies are designed using hybrid 

metrics. The Default policy considers only low level resource usage metrics for taking auto 

scaling decisions. Our auto scaling policies compare current values of session completion 

rate and session average delay with the values of previous auto scaling round.  If current 

round’s values are better, it means the system is improving and no scale-up operations are 

required. Otherwise, need of scale up operation is checked. With this approach, we can 

reduce the frequency of auto scaling operations, which in turn reduces the oscillation 

effect. 
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The experimental results show that, the average response time and average session 

completion rate of suggested policies are better than Default policy. If we consider overall 

average SCR, suggested policies have values 87.23% and 88.78%. However, the default 

policy has value 85.58%. Likewise, average session delay values of suggested policies are 

1.55s and 0.65s which are lower than the values of default policy i.e. 1.74s. The 

performance in our policy is improved because our policy considers two things- Current 

session completion rate as well as resource usage whereas the default policy considers only 

resource usage details. 

We have established a private cloud using Open Nebula based cloud platform. In this 

environment, we have deployed an application on the VM. We generated dummy workload 

to our application. Using this experiment, we have observed that as the number of VM 

instances are increased or decreased, the application response time changes accordingly. 

The experiment performed in private cloud environment proves the feasibility of suggested 

approaches in actual cloud environments. 

We have developed one proactive auto scaling policy using the ARIMA model. The 

workload of application is forecasted using ARIMA model and depending on the threshold 

values, scaling decisions are taken. The results of experiment show that, when ARIMA 

model based workload prediction is done, application response time and the numbers of 

active VMs are reduced compared to the approach without workload prediction. The 

proposed policy has SLA achievement value of 89.11%, which shows an improvement 

over the value of default policy i.e. 88.41%. Similarly, CPU under-utilization of the 

proposed policy is 2.49%, which is lower than the value of default policy i.e. 4.45%. 

The VM consolidation (VMC) is a process used to improve the overall utilization of data 

centre’s hardware resources. During each round, VMC process involves several VM 

migrations. We have performed an experiment about VM live migration. From the 

experiment, we have observed that, the migration of a VM degrades the performance of 

applications running on it. In the chapter 6, we have designed VMC algorithm. This VMC 

algorithm considers the VM migration threshold count. Our VMC approach helps to avoid 

frequent selection of same VM for migration. Experiment results show that, our VMC 

algorithm's performance is better than the default VMC algorithm. The overall SLA 

violation values of proposed VMC policy are between 0.02 % and 0.04% compared to the  
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SLA violation values of default VMC i.e. between 0.04% and 0.06%. In different cases, 

the values of the total migration count of the proposed policy are between 98 and 

869which are lower than the migration count values of default policy i.e. between 102 and 

1432. 

7.2     Future Enhancements 

We have suggested two reactive auto scaling policies. These policies are tested using 

simulators, and in a private cloud environment. However, in future, one can integrate these 

policies in public clouds using the APIs provided by CSP. In our proactive auto scaling 

policy, we have used the ARIMA model for workload forecasting. One can modify our 

policy by using other workload forecasting techniques.  

In Virtual Machine Consolidation (VMC) related our work, we have used heuristic based 

techniques for finding a mapping between VMs and PMs. However, if the number of VMs 

and PMs are more, we cannot use simple heuristic based approaches to find an optimal 

mapping between VMs and PMs. This kind of mapping problem is of NP hard type, i.e. we 

cannot find a solution of this kind of problems in polynomial time. As a future 

enhancement, one can use some advanced Meta heuristic based techniques like ABC 

(Artificial Bee Colony), ACO (Ant Colony Optimization), etc. to find the near optimal 

mapping of VMs and PMs. 
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Figure A1.1 Session Completion Rate Auto Scaling 
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Figure A1.2 Session Average Delay Auto Scaling 
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Figure A1.3 ARIMA based Evaluate Scaling 
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Figure A1.4 ARIMA based Stress Handling Algorithm 
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ABSTRACT 
Objectives: Cloud computing provides highly scalable environment to applications. Due to dynamicity of application workload, 
static allocation of resources is not suitable. Scalability provides a way to increase or decrease resources of particular 
application at runtime. Static allocation of resources may lead to several problems like over provisioning and under 
provisioning. If resources are allocated statically by considering peak workload (over provisioning), majority of time, resources 
will be underutilized and users will have to pay more. If allocation is done based on average workload, it will not be possible to 
achieve performance objective while peak load (Under provisioning). Horizontal scalability is provided by means of adding or 
removing VM instances where as, Vertical scalability can be achieved by increasing or decreasing resources allotted to 
particular VM. Automatic scaling of resources based on workload change reduces provisioning costs and helps clients to 
achieve performance objectives. Methods: Automatic scaling can be done either by reactive way or by proactive way. In reactive 
auto scaling, resources are scaled as a reaction of some event. In our work, proactive auto scaling method is suggested based 
on application workload prediction. Time series analysis based ARIMA model is used for workload prediction. Findings: 
Proactive auto scaling increases or decreases application resources in advance based on prediction. This helps to improve 
application performance as well as to minimize SLA violations. It also reduces unnecessary cost incurred to cloud user.   
Application/Improvement: ARIMA based time series prediction is used to predict future work load. Scaling decision is taken 
based on predicted future workload as well as current application average response time. 
 
Keywords: Server consolidation, SLA, Response time, ARIMA, Scalability, Cloud Computing, DCSim 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is an Internet based computing environment which offers various resources in form of services like- 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) , Software as a Service (SaaS) etc. Users have to pay 
according to the consumption of particular service. One of the main features of Cloud Computing is that it provides 
highly scalable environment to applications i.e. Users can increase of decrease application resources as per demand. 
Scalability can be of two types- Horizontal and Vertical. Horizontal scalability is provided by means of adding or 
removing VM instances. Vertical scalability can be achieved by increasing or decreasing resources allotted to particular 
VM.  Now a day, more and more applications are migrated to Cloud.  
 
Resource assignment to cloud applications can be done either by statically or dynamically. Static allocation of resources 
may lead to several problems like over provisioning and under provisioning. If resources are allocated statically by 
considering peak application load (over provisioning), majority of time resources will be underutilized and users will 
have to pay more. If allocation is done based on average application load, it will not be possible to achieve performance 
objective while peak load (Under provisioning).  
 
Automatic scaling of resources based on workload change reduces provisioning costs and helps clients to achieve 
performance objectives. The cloud provider, on the other hand, should attempt to consolidate load onto highly utilized 
physical machines, in order to reduce wasted power consumption [1]. 
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Application auto scaling can be classified into two categories named - Reactive and Proactive. In case of reactive auto 
scaling, application resources are scaled based on present status whereas, proactive auto scaling uses sophisticated 
techniques for prediction of future demand and based on that scaling is done. In our work, proactive auto scaling 
method is suggested based on application workload prediction. Time series analysis based ARIMA model is used for 
workload prediction. 
 
Determining and providing right amount of resources to cloud based applications is a problem, which is dealt by many 
researchers. Dynamic provisioning can be done by two ways: Reactive and Proactive.  
 
1 Describes dynamic VM allocation, relocation and auto scaling algorithms. For scaling application, response time is 
considered. Stress handling algorithm is suggested in this work. Reactive approach2,3,4 is used to increase or decrease 
resources allotted to cloud based application.  Here resources are increased or decreased based on some predefined 
thresholds. Application performance related parameters can be considered for finding threshold values. The threshold 
values can be based various parameters like current workload, response time, CPU or memory utilization of VM etc. 
Once resource requirement is identified, cloud environment takes some time to provide resources to application. During 
this time SLA violation may occur. Amazon Web Services provides an auto scale feature (AWS Auto Scale) 7 , allows 
users to specify conditions under which VM instances should be added or removed. 
 
Opposite to reactive approach, proactive approach uses sophisticated techniques for prediction of future demand and 
based on that scaling is done. Forecasting engine5 is suggested as a component in Open Nebula. Here SARIMA 
(Seasonal Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average) method is used to predict future workload. Linear regression 
based work load prediction is done and self healing concept is described6. Web application is considered which has 
many services and each service is implemented as one or more VMs. VM level scaling is achieved. Other paper8 
describes the challenges involved in auto scaling in the cloud. It develops a look ahead resource allocation algorithm 
based on model-predictive control for workload forecasting that is used for resource auto scaling. For workload 
forecasting used second order autoregressive moving average (ARMA) method. 
 
Section 2 discusses about proactive auto scaling and prediction methods. Proposed algorithm and methodology is 
discussed in section 3. Section 4 represents experiments and results. At last, section 5 contains conclusion and future 
work 

2. PROACTIVE AUTO SCALING AND PREDICTION 
Workload prediction is the main challenge in proactive auto scaling. Workload prediction can be done by several 
methods like Threshold based, Reinforcement learning (RL), Queuing theory, Control theory, Time series Analysis 
(TSA) etc. Time series analysis based method detects pattern and predicts future values of workload. There are many 
techniques based on TSA for prediction like Autoregressive (AR), Moving Average (MA), Autoregressive moving 
average (ARMA), Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) etc. Time series can be stationary or non 
stationary. Stationary time series means for each time interval (Xt, Xt+ τ) where τ is the time difference (lag) between 
two data points, the mean and variance of the process must be constant and independent of t. Non stationary time series 
can be converted to stationary time series by differencing. 
 

 
Figure1 (a) Stationary Time series     (b) Non Stationary time series 

 
ARIMA model is generally denoted as ARIMA(p, d, q) where parameters p, d, and q are non-negative integers, p is the 
order of the Autoregressive model, d is the degree of differencing, and q is the order of the Moving-average model9. 
The parameter d of ARIMA indicates number of times differencing is applied. The values of q and p are determined by 
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analyzing the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation plots of the historical data, respectively. In our work we have 
used ARIMA model for workload prediction. 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
Our approach considers application response time and workload forecasting for making auto scaling decisions. High 
level diagram of our work is as bellow. 
 

 
Figure 2 Proposed Autoscaling Model 

 
Above block diagram can be summarized as below 
 
1. If application average response time is above the SLA threshold and predicted average workload is also above 
current average workload go to step 2 Else go to step 3. 
2. Perform scale up operation 
3. Perform scale down operation 
4. At end perform VM relocation and consolidation operations 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We have used R for the purpose of time series analysis. It is widely used open source environment for doing complex 
statistical computing and analysis. For modeling our scenarios, DCSIM- an event driven simulator for Cloud 
Environment is used. We have performed two experiments. Scenarios, results and graphs are as bellow 
 
Experiment 1:  
Table bellow shows various configuration parameters for our first experiment. 

Table 1 Experiment 1 configuration parameters 
Host Configuration 2 quad core , 2.5 GHz  CPU , 16 

GB of memory.  

CPU-upper-threshold: 75%  

CPU-lower-threshold: 60%  

CPU-target-threshold : 70% 

VM Configuration: 1 Virtual core, 
1GB RAM. 

No. of applications 5 

SLA warning  
threshold 

0.3 seconds 

Sla safe threshold 0.2 seconds 
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Prediction Model 
Used 

ARIMA 

History Considered 16 

Traces Used claranet, epa, sdsc 

Simulation Time 4 Days 

Table bellow shows results obtained from first experiment. 
Table 2 Experiment results 

 Without forecast With forecast 
SLA 
Achievement 

88.417% 89.117% 

Active Hosts max: 11.0 
mean: 5.095 
min: 1.0 
CPU-util: 52.215% 
MEM-util: 55.445% 

max: 11.0 
mean: 5.024 
min: 1.0 
CPU-util: 53.157% 
MEM-util: 54.826% 

Active VMs max: 100.0 
mean: 37.989 
min: 7.0 

max: 97.0 
mean: 36.852 
min: 7.0 

Aggregate 
Penalty 

total: 70304 
max: 3.0 
mean: 0.204 
min: 0.0 

total: 67512 
max: 3.0 
mean: 0.196 
min: 0.0 

Auto scaling 
operations 

added: 341 
removed: 260 
failed: 0 

added:312 
removed: 233 
failed: 0 

CPU Under 
provisioning 
 

4.457% 2.494% 

Graph in next figure shows the behavior of the virtual machines. It shows how number of virtual machines increases or 
decreases. In case of workload forecasting it considers the average response time and workload forecasting. Virtual 
machine is added only if in near future workload is going to increase. In case of without workload forecasting virtual 
machine added by considering only average response time. 

 
 

Figure 3 Workload versus number of active VMs 
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Figure 4 Comparison of application response time 
 

Graph above shows the behavior of the response time. In case of forecasting for maximum response time stays below 
the SLA warning threshold. 
 
Experiment 2: 
 
Table bellow shows various configuration parameters for our first experiment. 

 
Table 3 Scenario 2 configuration 

Host 
Configuration 

Configuration:  2 quad core, 2.5 GHz 
CPU,16 GB of memory. 
CPU-upper-threshold: 75%,  
CPU-lower-threshold: 60%, 
CPU-target-threshold : 70% 

VM Configuration: 1 Virtual core, 1GB 
RAM. 

No. of 
applications 

11 

SLA warning  
threshold 

0.3 seconds 

Sla safe 
threshold 

0.2 seconds 

Prediction 
Model Used 

ARIMA 

History 
Considered 

16 

Traces Used claranet, epa , sdsc 

Simulation 
Time 
 

10 Hours. 
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Table bellow shows results obtained from second experiment. 
 

Table 4 Results of experiment 2 
 Without forecast With forecast 
SLA 
Achievement 

67.67% 70.265% 

Active Hosts max: 31.0 mean:  
20.777 min: 3.0 
CPU-util: 
74.318% 
MEM-util:74.39% 

max: 31.0mean:  
20.888 min: 3.0 
CPU util: 74.726% 
MEM-util: 73.243% 

Active VMs max: 358 mean:  
246.682 min: 
21.0 

max: 356 mean:  
244.151 min: 21.0 

Aggregate 
Penalty 

total: 99976 max:  
7.0 mean: 2.824 
min: 0.0 

total: 89266 max:  
7.0 mean:  2.522 
min: 0.0 

Auto scaling 
operations 

added: 305 
removed:24 
failed: 0 

added:300 
removed:20 
failed: 0 

CPU under 
provisioning 

15.528% 13.686% 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  
Experiment performed by considering various scenarios. In each scenarios experiment first performed without 
considering the workload forecasting and afterwards experiment performed by considering the workload forecasting 
using ARIMA model of time series analysis. By comparing the results from various scenarios we can conclude that 
considering workload forecasting maximizes the SLA achievement and minimizes the number of scaling operations, 
Virtual Machines and hosts. In future we can compare results with large number of hosts, applications and VMs. We 
can use some other prediction techniques for comparison. 
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